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CHAPTER – I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 General  BackgroundNepal  is an  agriculture  based  country, though service  sector  business  arealso up  rising.  Among  service  sector  business,  commercial  banks aremushrooming those  branches  of  the  services sector,  which  are  earning  goodprofit  and  paying  heavy  tax to the  nation. Commercial banks plays vital rolein the development of the country. Commercial banks collect saving andinvestment in productive sector i.e. where the fund is in need.  They performvarious  kind  of  banking  functions  such  as  accepting  deposit,  advancingloans,  credit   general  utility  services  and  agency  functions.  They  provideshort  term  loans,  mid-term  loans  and  long  term  loans  to  trade andindustries.  They  also  operate balance  sheet  functions  such  as  issuingguarantee,  bonds,  letter  of  credit  etc.  (Vaidya,  2001:33).  Thus,  the  twoessential  functions  of  commercial  banks  may  best  be  summarized  as  theborrowing  and  lending  of  money.  They  pool  together  the  saving  of  thecommunity  and  arrange  for  their  productive  use  or  can  say  it  works  as  abroker  and  a  dealer  in  money.  (Sekhar,  1997:6).  Thus,  banks are  essentialsector of  business  activity,  which  are  established  to  promote  the  economyin  aggregate.
Peace  and  security, development,  bureaucracy and  social  welfare,  these  arethe  responsibility  of  government  to  fulfill  this  responsibility  government  hasneed some  money  which  is  collected  from  different  source such  as  tax  feefines  and  penalty among  these  source  tax  is  an  important  source  which  isdefined  as follows:
“Tax  is  a  compulsory  contribution  made  by taxpayer to  the  governmentunder  the  prevailing  law. On  the  basis  of  tax  payment taxpayer cannotclaim  for  direct  benefit.”
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Nepal  has  been  facing  political  instability,  conflict and  other  problem  thathinder  economy  growth, yet  the  commercial  banks  are  spreading  theirbranches  and  most  of  banks  are  earning  good  profit  and  contributingstrong  tax  revenue  to  the  nation . Now thirty commercial banks are inoperations. The  Nepalese  commercial banks  are innovating  new  product  andtechnology  to  provide  quality  service  to  their  customer.  Besides  this,  banksare  practicing  new  management  tools,  standard accounting  system  andother  responsibility  creation  system  to  obtain  higher  profit.  They  want  tomaintain  good  growth  rate  in  their  business  and  obviously  profit  too  andquestion  comes,  are  they  practicing  tax  planning  to  increase  their  netprofit?  Tax  planning  is  an art  and  science  of  planning  the  company’soperation  in  such  way  attract  the  minimum  liability  to  tax  with  the  help  ofvarious  concessions,  allowances  and  relief  provided in  the  tax  laws.  As  suchthe  basis  purpose  of  corporate  tax  planning  is  to reduce  the  overall  taxburden  in  the present  and  foreseeable future.  Tax  planning  is  a  disciplineand  an  attitude  towards  the  corporate  problems  in  a  methodical  way  froma  long  run  point  of  view.  Hence,  the  significance of  tax  planning  isextremely  higher  to  reduce their  overall  tax  burden  and  can  give  a  goodhike  in  profit.
This present research  study  focuses  in tax  planning  practices  and  itssignificance  to  the  Nepalese  commercial banks. The  study  will  focus  onwhether  the  Nepalese  banks  are  using  adequate  tax  planning  tools  or  notand  how  much  attention  they  are  giving  to  tax  planning  to  increase  theirnet  profit.  The  study  will  mainly  focus on  eight commercial  banks of  Nepal :i.e. Nepal  Bank  Limited  (NBL),  Rastriya  Banijya  Bank  (RBB), StandardChartered  Bank  Nepal  Limited  (SCBNL), Nabil  Bank  Limited  (NABIL),Kumari  Bank  Limited  (KBL),  Bank  of  Kathmandu  Limited  (BOK), LaxmiBank  Limited  (LBL) and  Machhapuchhre  Bank  Limited  (MBL).
1.2 Relevance  of  Tax  Planning  to  Commercial  Banks:In  simple terminology,  tax  is  a  liability  to  pay  the  amount  to  thegovernment.  It  is  a  compulsory  contribution  on  the  government  revenue
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from  the taxpayers according  to  law. “Tax  are  general  contributions  orwealth  levied  upon  persons,  natural  or  corporate,  to  defray expensesincurred  in  conferring  common  benefit  upon  the  residents  of  the  state”(Plehn, 2003). “Tax  planning  may  be  legitimate  provided  it  is  withinframework  of  law.  Colorable  devices cannot be  part  of  tax  planning  and  itis  wrong  to  encourage  or  entertain  the  belief  that  it is  honorable  to  avoidpayment  of  tax  by  resorting  to  dubious  method”.  Hence,  banks  can’t  avoidtax  but  can  minimize  it,  with  proper  planning  of  it. The Nepalese banks aredonating millions of  money  for  Philanthropic  purposes. They are openingtheir branches  all over  the  Nepal. The  Nepalese  banks’  of  activities  showthe  clear  picture  that  they  can  practice  tax  planning  on  capital  structure,location  selection,  timing  of  activities,  R  &  D  expenditure  planning,  pollutioncontrol  cost  planning.  As it  is  understood  that  tax  is  unavoidableexpenditure  but  it  can  be  reduced  with  proper  planning  of  it. Banks canmanage tax in every activity. Tax planning can increase the net profit. There  aremany  other  core  factors  that  actually  increases  organizations  profit,  yet  taxplanning  is  also  a  crucial  technique  to  increase  profit  in  this  throat  cutcompetition.  Despite  all  this  argument,  tax  planning has  remained  mostimportant  factor  to  increase  bank’s  net  profit. It plays vital role for everydecision-making.
The  more  profit  organizations  earn,  the  more  tax  they  have   to  pay  to  thenation.  Hence,  most  of  the  tax  liabilities  of  organizations  are  determined  bytheir  profit  or  income  of  the  relevant  fiscal  year.  Nowadays,  bankingindustries  are  earning  more  profit  in  the  Nepalese  market.
The latest profit earning of the banks in Nepal can be shown  in  the  followingtable:
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Table 1.1
Net Profit of banks

S.N Banks Net Profit1.2.3.4.5.6.7.8.9.10.11.12.13.14.15.16.17.18.19.20.21.22.23.24.25.26.27.28.29.30.31.

Nepal Bangladesh Bank Ltd.Rastriya Banijya Bank Ltd.Nabil Bank Ltd.Standard Chartered Bank Ltd.Agriculture Development Bank Ltd.Nepal Investment Bank Ltd.Nepal Bank Ltd.Himalayan Bank Ltd.Everest bank Ltd.Bank of KathmanduNepal Credit and Commerce Bank Ltd.Nepal SBI Bank Ltd.Lumbini Bank Ltd.NIC Bank ltd.Kumari Bank Ltd.Siddhartha Bank Ltd.Laxmi Bank Ltd.Prime Bank Ltd.Development credit Bank Ltd.Sunrise Bank Ltd.Machhapuchhre Bank Ltd,Citizen Bank International Ltd.Kist Bank Ltd.Bank of Asia Ltd.NMB Bank Ltd.Global BankJanta Bank Nepal Ltd.Mega Bank Nepal Ltd.Commerz and Trust Bank Ltd.Civil Bank Nepal Ltd.Century Commercial Bank Ltd.

102 Crore192 Crore113 Crore108 Crore189 Crore126 Crore89 Crore50 Crore83 Crore50 Crore42 Crore39 Crore30 Crore45 Crore31 Crore24 Crore32 Crore32 Crore15 Crore20 Crore7 Crore19 Crore14 Crore20 Crore15 Crore7 Crore96 Lakh
Source: (AGM Annual Report of related banks)
1.3 Statement of ProblemBanking and financial sector are the back bone of whole country. Differenttypes of banks operating their financial activities and contributing thenational economy. Recently in Nepal, thirty commercial banks are operating.
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The commercial banks are categorized into two types i.e. as public sectorcommercials bank and private sector commercials bank. Although thesebanks are committed to provide services, their major aims are to get profitso far.
Profit is a must part for any kinds of business firms without profitbusiness society cannot be existed. Like the other business sector, bankingsector cannot survive and operate without profit but the profit doesn’t justhappen. It’s to be well managed and planned. There are many types ofexpenditures that reduce the profit. Lost may or may not be certain. Butone of the creation expenditure or liability as tax. Every organization mustpay tax to the government according to the prescribed law. Hence, taxexpenditure should be managed to earn higher profit to there is significanceof tax planning in every organization. Now it can be concluded that taxplanning practices is a subject matter of research in Nepal. In bankingsector a question may arise do the commercial banks of Nepal practice taxplanning tool and technique in their financial and other decision? To find outthe correct answer of this question. It is felt that there should be seriousstudies on tax planning practices of commercial banks in Nepal. In additionto this, the research will try to find the answers to the following questions;
 Are  the  Nepalese  commercial  banks  practicing  tax  planning?
 At  what  level  are  they  practicing  tax  planning  if  they  are  practicing?
 How  do  they  perceive  the  tax  planning?
 Is tax-planning significance to the Nepalese commercial banks?
1.4 Objectives  of  the  studyThe  main  objectives  of  the  research  is  to  examine  the  study  of  tax  planningpractices  by  commercial  banks  in  Nepal. The major objectives are as follows:
a) To analyze tax planning practices in the Nepalese commercial banks.b) To examine the managerial practices of income tax in commercial banks.c) To suggest  and  make  recommendations  on  the  basis  of  majorfindings.
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1.5 Significance  of  the  studyThis research provides information to  practices  of  tax  planning  tools  andtechniques  used  in  commercial  banks  of  Nepal.  It  has analyzed the  actualpractices  implemented  by  the  banks  and  its  significance  to  them.  It  isbeneficial  for  those  people  who  are directly  or  indirectly  related  with  taxand  tax planning  field.  The studies significance in the following ways:
 It examines tax  planning  tools  and  technique  followed  bycommercial  banks  in  Nepal.
 It explains the  level  of  tax  planning  practices  in  the  Nepalesecommercial  banks.
 It  is  useful  to  concerned  company,  investor  policy  maker,  managerand  researcher  of  taxation.
 It provides literature  to  the  researches  who  want  to  commencefurther  research  in  this  field.

1.6 Limitations  of  the StudyThe study is partial fulfillment of master of business studies. The study isconducted within certain immolation and constraints. Some of them are:
 This  study  mainly  focuses  the  practice  of  some  important  taxplanning  tools  and  technique.
 Data constraints are common phenomenon in the study.  The study  isbased  on  primary  data  to  avoid  but  still  it  may  be bias  to  someextent.
 This study is limited to 25% of total number of commercial banks.
1.7 Introduction of sample BanksRegarding  the  origin  of  bank  in  Nepal,  goldsmiths  and  merchants  were  theancient  bankers  in  Nepal. Till 18th century, it was not formed officially. In 1983B.S.  then  Prime  Minister  Ranadip Singh  took  the  first  step  towards  theinstitutional  development  of  the  banking  in  Nepal  by  establishing  “TejrathAdda”.  Tejrath  Adda  provided  loan  to  the  government employee  in  lowrates  of  interest,  but  did  not  collect deposit  from  public.  As  it  was  focused
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with  the  valley  only,  the  Prime  Minister  Chandra  Shamsher  in  1957  B.S.undertook  on  initiative  in  expansion  of  setting  up  branches  outside  thevalley.  Banking  in  true sense  was  first  established  in  Nepal  on  30th Kartik1994  B.S. named as Nepal  Bank  Limited.  Central bank  was  established  in2013  B.S.  for  developing  of  banking  sector  and  to  help  the  government  tofromulate  monetary  policies.  Since then, it has  been  functioning as  thegovernment  bank.  In 2022 B.S.  Rastriya  Banijya  Bank,  the  secondcommercial  bank  was  established. Nepal  being  and  agricultural  basedcountry,  Agricultural  Development  Bank  was  establishment  in  2024 B.S.After  Government  of  Nepal allowed  operating  a  bank  in a  joint  venture,  thefirst  joint  venture  bank, Nepal  Arab  Bank  Limited established  in  2041  B.S.This  has  proved  to  be  a  milestone in  banking  sector  in  Nepal.  Similarly,other  commercial  banks  have  been  established  in  joint  venture  with  foreignbanks.  Now  there  are  thirty one commercial  banks  till the  date  of  thisresearch,  which  was  just  twenty  till  2007/08.  Now  the  commercial  banksare scattered all  over  the  nation. Banks are established as  a joint  ventureand  non  joint  venture form.  After  the  restoration  of  democracy  in  Nepalthere  has  been  tremendous  development  in  banking  sector.  It  has  playedimportant  role  in  the  economic  development  of  the  country.  After  theintroduction  of  Development  Bank  Act  2052,  many  development  banks  havebeen opened  in  the  various  parts  in  Nepal.  Since  the  numbers  of  banks  areincreasing,  Nepal  Rastriya  Bank  is  conducting  a  study  whether  or  not  anyother  banks  are  required  in  the  country.  The  sample  has  been  taken  so  asto  represent  all  type  of  commercial  banks.  The  sample  commercial  banksare  as follows:
1.7.1 Nepal  Bank  LimitedNepal  Bank  Limited  is  oldest  bank  of   Nepal  established  in  1994  B.S.(1937).  NBL’s  authorized capital  was  Rs.  10  million and  issued  capital  Rs.2.5  million  & paid-up  capital  was  Rs. 8.42 million of 10 shareholders. Nowthe bank has Rs. 380,383,000.00 paid up capital.  It  is  the  first  bank  of  Nepalto  establish  under  the  principle  of  joint  venture  (Joint  venture  betweengovernmental  and  general  public). The  vision statement  of  the  banks  is  to
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remain  the  leading  financial  institution of  the  country. It has 111 branchesexcluding head office in the capital. The shareholders composition of the bank isas follows:
 The  government  of  Nepal  has  40.49%  shares.
 ‘A’  Class  Financial  Institutions  have  4.92%  shares.
 NRB  Licensed  Financial  Institutions  have  3.42%  shares.
 Other  Institutions  have  0.52%  shares.
 General  Public  has  49.94%  shares.
 Others  have  0.71%  shares.Source: Nepal Bank Limited’s retrieved from
1.7.2 Rastriya  Banijya  Bank  Ltd.Another  government  owned  bank  in  the  Nepalese  market  is  RastriyaBanijya  Bank.  This bank  was  established  on 2022  B.S.  on  the  ground  of“Commercial  Bank Act”  2021  B.S. This  bank  played  a  great  role  to  upliftthe  agricultural,  industrial  and  commercial  sector  of  the  country  since  itsestablishment.  This  is  the largest  commercial  bank  among  all thirty onecommercial  bank  in Nepal. It  has  128 branches  scattered  all  over  thecountry  side.  This  bank  has  highest  amount  of  deposit  as  well  as  grantedhighest  amount  of  loan  till  this  study    so  this  bank  is  important  sample  forthis  study.
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1.7.3 Standard  Chartered  Bank  Ltd.Early  known  as  Nepal  Grindlays  Bank  Ltd. came  into  existence  in 1987  asa  joint  venture  between ANZ Grindlays  and  Nepal  Bank  Ltd.  It’s    has Rs.30 million in the beginning paid up capital. After acquiring  of  the  ANZoperation  on  in  the  region  by  the  Standard  Chartered,  it  has  become  asubsidiary  of  Standard  Chartered  Grindlays,  which  holds  50%  ofshareholdings  in  the  bank.  Now  from  the  date  July  2001,  it  has named  asStandard  Chartered  Bank  Ltd.,  after  take over  by  Standard  Chartered  (Jha,2003).  Now, Standard Chartered Bank (its group) has 75% shares and theNepalese public has 25% shares in this bank.
1.7.4 Nabil  Bank  Ltd.Nepal Arab Bank Ltd.  the  first  joint  venture  commercial  bank  wasestablished  in  1984,  Dubai  Bank  Ltd.  was  the  initial  foreign  joint  venturepartner  with  50%  equity  investment.  Later on, the shares owned by  DubaiBank  Ltd.  were transferred  to Emirates  Bank  International  Ltd.  AgainEmirates  Bank  International  Ltd.  sold  its  entire  50%  equity  holding  toNational  Bank  Ltd,  Bangladesh.  At  present  National  Bank  Ltd.  Bangladesh  ismanaging  the  bank  in  accordance  with  the  technical  services  agreementsigned  between  it  (NBL)  and  the  bank  on  June  1995  (Financial  Statement,1997/  98:9).  Now, National Bank Ltd.  Bangladesh  has  50%  share,  NepalIndustrial  Development  Corporation  has  10%  shares,  Rastriya  BeemaSansthan  has  9.66%  shares,  Nepal  Stock  Exchange  has  0.31%  shares  andthe  Nepalese  public  has  30%  shares.
1.7.5 Kumari  Bank  Ltd.Kumari  Bank  Limited,  came  into  existence  as  the  fifteenth  commercial  bankof  Nepal by  starting  its  banking  operations  from   (April  03,  2001)  with  anobjective  of  providing  competitive  and  modern  banking  services  in  theNepalese  financial  market.  The  bank  has  paid  up  capital  of  Rs.  7580
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million,  of  which  70%  is  contributed  from  promoters  and  remaining  frompublic.KBL  has  been  providing  wide  range  of  modern  banking  services  throughbranches  of  representations  located  in  various  urban  and  semi  urban  partof  the  country, 20 outside  and  9 inside  the  valley.  The  bank  is  pioneer  inproviding  some  of  the  latest   lucrative   banking  services  like  E-Banking  andSMS  banking  services  in  Nepal.  The  bank  always  focus  on  building  soundtechnology  driven  internal  system  to  later the  changing  needs  of  thecustomers  that  enhance  high  comfort  and  value.  The  adoption  of  modernGlobus  Software,  developed  by  Temenos  NV,  Switzerland  and  arrangementof  centralized  data  base  system  enables  customer  to  make  highly  securedtransactions  in  any  branch  regardless  of  having  account  with  particularsbranch.  Similarly,  the  bank  has  been  providing  365  days  banking  facilities,extended  banking  hours  till  7 PM  in  the  evening,  utility  bill  paymentservices,  inward  and  outward  remittance  services  and  various  otherbanking  services.
Visa  Electron  Debit  Card,  which  is  accessible  in  entire  VISA  linked  ATMsboth  in  Nepal  and  India,  has  also  added  convenience  to  the  customers.  Thebank  has  been  able  to  get  reorganization  as  an  innovative  and  fast  growinginstitution  striving  to  enhance  customer  value  and  satisfaction  by  backingtransparent  business practice,  professionals  Management,  Corporategovernance  and  total  quality  management  as  the  organizational  mission.
The  key  focus  on  the  bank  is  always  center  on  serving  unfulfilled  needs  ofall  class  of  customers  located in  various  parts  of  the  country  by  offeringmodern  and  competitive  banking  products  and  services  in  their  door  step.The  bank  always  prioritizes  the  priorities  of  the  valued  customers.
1.7.6 Bank  of  Kathmandu  Ltd.Bank  of Kathmandu  Limited  has  become  a  prominent  name  in  the  Nepalesebanking  sector.  It  has  put  in  conscious  efforts  to  glorify  our  corporateslogan;  “We  make  your  life  easier”.
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BOK  started  its  operation  in  March,  1995  with  the  objective  to  stimulatethe  Nepalese  economy  and  take  it  to  newer  heights.  BOK  also  aims  tofacilitates  the  nation’s  economy  and  to  become  more  competitive  globally.The  vision  of  the  bank  is  To  become  a  significant  contribution  to  theeconomic  development  of  Nepal  by  distinguishing  the  bank  as  an  efficientcompetitive,  safe  and  top  quality  financial  institution.  BOK’s  ITinfrastructure  has  been  designed,  to  facilitate  internal  and  customerconvenience.  Nationwide,  all  the  branches  are  connected  to  central  databasevia  Wide  Area  Network  (WAN)  powered  by  Finacle,  state-of-the  art  bankingapplication  software  supported  by  hardware  like  SUN  Fire  V880  RISCServer,  VSAT  etc.  Internally,  BoK  relies  on  Information  and  CommunicationTechnology  (ICT),  for  a  quick,  reliable,  efficient  system.  Banking  operationsare  powered  by  Finacle,  which  that  have  reshaped  the  global  economy  asper  the wired  magazine.
1.7.7 Laxmi  Bank  Ltd.Laxmi  Bank  was  incorporated  in  April  2002  as  a  commercial  bank.  Thecurrent  shareholding  constitutes  of  promotes  holding  55.42%,  CitizenInvestment  Trust  holding  9.02%  and  the  general public  holding  35.56%promoters,  represent  Nepal’s  leading  business  families  with  diversifiedbusiness  interests.  The  Bank’s  shares  are  listed  and  actively  traded  in  theNepalese  Stock  Exchange
1.7.8 Machhapuchhre  Bank  Ltd.Machhapuchhre  Bank  Limited  was registered  in  1998  as  the  first  regionalcommercial  bank  to  start  banking  business  from  the  western  region  ofNepal  with  its  head  office  in  Pokhara.  It  has  paid  up  capital  of  above  820million  rupees.
It  is  pioneer  in  introducing  the  latest  technology  in  the  banking  industry  inthe  country.  It  is  the  first  bank  to  introduce  centralized  banking  softwarenamed  Globus  Banking  System  developed  by  Temenos  MV,  Switzerland.
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Currently  it  is  using  the  latest  version  of Globus,  referred  as  T-24  bankingsystem.  The  bank  aims  to serve  the  people  of  both  the  urban  and  ruralareas.
1.8. Organization of the studyThe  study  is  organized  in  the  following  five  chapters.
Chapter  1:  IntroductionIt  deals with  introduction  of  the  main  topic  of  the  study  like  generalbackground,  profile  of  sample  bank,  statement  of  the  problem,  objectivesand  significance  with  limitation  of  the  study  and  other  introducingframework.
Chapter  2:  Review  of  LiteratureIt  deals  with  the  review  of  available  relevant  studies.  It  includes  theconceptual  review  and  review  of  the  related  books,  journals  and  thepublished  and  unpublished  research  works  as  well  as  thesis.  It  alsoincludes  the  investment  policy  of  commercial  bank.
Chapter  3:  Research  MethodologyIt  deals  with  methodology  of  the  study  i.e.  research  carried  out  in  this  sizeand  shape.  For this  purpose  various  financial  tool  and  statistical  tool  aredefined  which  will  be  used  for  the  analysis  of  the  presented  data.
Chapter  4:  Presentation  and  Analysis  of  DataIt  deals  with  the  presentation  and  analysis  of  all  the  relevant  collected  dataanalysis  is  done  as  per  described  in  chapter  3.  This  chapter  is  the  heart  ofthe  study.
Chapter  5:  Summary,  Conclusion  and  RecommendationsIt  contains  of  the  summary  of  the  study,  the  major  findings,  conclusion,recommendation  and  suggestion  on  the  basis  of  the  study.
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CHPATER   III

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Research  is  essentially  a  systematic  inquiry  seeking  facts  through  objectivesverifiable  methods  in  order  to  discover the  relationship  among  them  anddeduce  from  them  broad  principles  or  laws. It  is  a  method  of  defining  andrefining  problems, formulating hypothesis  or  suggested  solution,  collecting,organizing  and  evaluating  data,  making  decision  and  making  conclusions.“Research  is  the  process  of  a  systematic  and  in  depth  study  or  search  ofany  particular  topic,  subject  or  area  of  investigation  balked  by  thecollection, compilation,  presentation  and  interpretation  of  relevant  details  ordata.  It  is  a  careful  search  or  enquiry into  any  subject  matter,  which  is  anendeavor  to  discover  or  find  out  valuable  facts  which  will  be  useful  forfurther  application  or  utilization”.  (Joshi,  2004).
Research methodology depends on  the  various  aspects  of  the researchprojects.  The  size  of  the  project,  the  objectives of  the  project,  importance  ofthe  project,  time  frame  of  the  project,  impact  of  the  project  in  the  variousaspects  of  the  human  life  etc. are  the  variables  that  determines  theresearch  methodology  of  the  particulars  projects.
“Research  methodology  refers  to  the  various  sequential steps  to  adopt  by  aresearcher  in  studying  a  problem  with  certain  objectives  in  view”.  (Kothari,1989).
In  other  words,  Research  Methodology  describes  the  methods  and  provesapplied  in  the  entire  aspects  of  the  study.
3.1. Research  DesignResearch design is a plan. Structure and strategy of the investigation so as toobtain and answer to research questions, a research is a arrangement of
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condition for collection for collection and analysis of data aims to combinerelevance to research purpose with economy in procedure. This researchattempted to analyze the primary as well as secondary data. Hence, descriptiveand analytical both research design have been used to analyze the contributepattern of income tax from public enterprises to government revenue,.
3.2Population and samplingTo obtain the desired objectives of the study opinions of the various respondentsassociated with sample banks:

Table No: 3.1
Group of Respondents and size of Sample from each group

S.N. Name of Bank No. of Employers Sample Size1 NBL 2963 72. RBB 3123 73. SCBNL 350 74. NABIL 465 75. KBL 376 76. BOK 208 77. LBL 347 78. MBL 492 7Total 8 8324 56Source: fncci.com.np, 2011Random sampling techniques were used to select the target and samplepopulation. Among the 8324 number of employee from 8 commercial banks inNepal, 56 number of employees respondent were selected for the researchpurpose.
3.3 Nature and sources of DataTo meet the objectives of the study, primary as well as secondary sources of datawere used.I. Primary data were collected from the responses of persons representingfrom various sectors through structure questionnaire.II. The same questionnaires were distributed to there group i.e. taxadministrators, tax experts/policy makers and taxpayers.
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III. Secondary sources of data were the information received from books,journals, newspapers, reports and thesis etc. the major sources ofsecondary data as follows:
 Everyone survey and budget speech of various years from ministry offinance.
 Publication of CEDA (Tribhuvan University) report and records ofdepartment of Inland Revenue (taxation), ministry of finance.
 Books related to income tax.
 Books related to public finance and public enterprises.
 National newspaper, journals, souvenir and news magazines.
 Unpublished dissertation.

3.4 Procedure of Data CollectionPrimary information was collected by developing a schedule of three distincttypes of respondents. Distribution was done through personally field visit to getaccurate and actual information in time.
For secondary data, information was collected from Central Library of T.U.internal revenue department (Lazimpat) and other public libraries.
3.5 Data analysis procedure and analysis toolsIt is observed that the collected data does not depict the result itself. To draw therequired conclusion from the collected data are classified, tabulated andanalyzed in descriptive and analytical way. Likewise, The required accountingprinciple mathematical approaches and legal provision of ITA 2058 are takeninto consideration in data analysis procedure.The different tools are required for the analysis. The tools and techniquesdepend upon the study. The following tools are applied for the purpose foranalysis:a. Simple Percentageb. Simple averagec. Pie chart
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3.6 Weight of choiceThe questionnaire either asked for a yes/no response or for ranking of firstchoice was most important and last choice was least important. For the analysispurpose, choices were assigned weight according to number of alternatives. Ifthe number of alternative which was not rank did not get any point the totalpoints available to each choice. The choice with highest score of percentage wasranked as the most important choice and one with the lowest percentage beingranked as last choice.
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CHPATER IV

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA

Various  experts and  writers  have  defined  the  word  tax  planning  as  aweapon that  helps  to  reduce  the  taxpayer’s  tax  burden.  It  is  to  a  taxpayer’smachine  that  neither  reduces  the  tax  liability  nor  helps  to  reduce  taxamount  directly.  It  depends  upon  the  degree  that  how  much  a  tax  plannerdeciphers  and  knows  the  tax  acts,  laws  and  rules  and  their  appropriateuses.  There are many provisions made in Income Tax Acts.  Rules  and  laws(both  in  Income  Tax  Act  2031  and  2002) that  can  be  helpful  to  a  plannerto  minimize  his  tax  amount.
The  basic  objective  of  the  study  is  to  examine the  present  practice  of  taxplanning  tools  in  the  Nepalese  commercial  banks  and  to  identify  therelevance  of  the  tax  planning.  This chapter presents the analysis andinterpretation  of  data.  The  responses  were  collected  from  the  concernedauthorities  of  selected  commercial  banks.  For  the  purpose  of  datapresentation  and  analysis,  this chapter  has  been  broken-down  in  three  step- introduction  of  heading,  planning  procedure  and  presentation  and  analysisof  the  resolves. In  introduction,  the  meaning  and  provision  provided  underthat  heading  have  been  presented.  In  tax  planning produces,  taxminimization  ways  and  techniques  have  been  presented.  And  inpresentation  and  analysis,  the  degree  of  implementation  of  respectiveheadings  in  Nepalese  contexts  has  been  presented.
To  meet  the  objectives,  all  the  commercial  banks  have  been  taken  as  targetpopulation.  Banks  are  categorized  in  three  group  namely  government  bank,joint  venture  bank  and  non  joint  venture  bank.  Total  eight commercialbanks  have  been  selected  as  sample  from  each  three  category.  Stratifiedsampling  with  proportionate  allocation  of 25%  (i.e. 8 banks)  was  made  forthe  study. Questionnaires are distributed to eight sample  commercial  banks.
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Besides  questionnaires,  discussions  are  also  made  with  respondents  to  getmore information about  the present  practice  of  tax  planning.
Raw  data  are  properly  processed, tabulated  and  analyzed.  They  arepresented  into  different  tables.  Tables  are  developed  based  on  questionasked;  open  ended  questions  are  arranged  in  a  descriptive  way.]
4.1. Location of BusinessLocation  is  yet another  strategic  decision  of  any  business  unit.  An  ideallylocated  firms  gets  the  maximum  benefits-both  physical  and  financial.  Thevarious  important  factors  which  should  be  considered  while  deciding  thelocation  of  a  firm  are  infrastructure  facilities,  nearness  to  the  productmarket,  availability  of  raw  materials  and  labour  force,  tax  benefits  etc.
Location  of  business  represents  the  place  where  the  main  body  of  theorganization  is  placed.  It  indicates  the  set  up  place  of  any manufacturing  orservice  organization.  All  the  places  in  a  country  are  not  equally  developedor  do  not  have  all  required  infrastructure facilities.  There needs lot of thingsto  run  a  business.  But  all  the  facilities  may  not  available  at  one  pace  ineach  part  of  the  nation.  The  entrepreneurs  choose  well-facilitated  places  tostart  their  business  that encourages  present  regional  imbalanceddevelopment.  So,  the  government  has  to  encourage  to  entrepreneurs  tosetup  their  business  in  under  or  undeveloped  or  remote  areas  by  grantingsome  special  facilities.
There  are  some  provisions  made  by  the  government  under  Income  Tax  Act,2002  considering  this  factor.  Under  this  Act,  manufacturing  industriesoperated  in  remote  areas,  undeveloped  areas  under  developed  areas  canenjoy  30  percents,  25  percent  and  20  percent  tax  rebate  respectively.  Itmeans  those  industries  established  in  remote,  underdeveloped  and  underdeveloped  areas  have  to  pay  only  14  percent,  15  percent  and  16  percenttax  on  their  income  respectively.
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Similarly,  the  Income  Tax  Act,  2031  had  also  some  provisions  regardingthis  topic.  Under  that  Act,  industries  other  than  cigarette,  bidi,  alcohol  andbeer,  established  in  remote areas under  developed  and  relatively  developedareas  are  granted  a  tax  rebate of  60  percent,  50  percent,  20  percent  and10  percent  of  the  income  tax  and  35  percent,  25  percent,  15  percent andalso  10  percent  of  excise  duty  respectively  (Industrial  Enterprise  Act,  2049,sec-15).  In  addition  to  normal  tax  holiday  of  2  years  in  addition  to  normaltax  holiday  period  of  5  years  is  granted  to  manufacturing,  energy-based,agro-based  and  forest-based  industries  (other  than  tobacco  and  alcoholbased  industries)  utilizing  90 percent  or  more  local  raw  materials  whetherthat  is  included  or  not  in  Annex-4  of  the Industrial  Enterprises  Act.
An  important  step  by  the  Government  was  the  extensive  industrial  surveyof  Nepal  and  subsequent  classification  of  all  the  75  districts  of  the  countryinto  five  regions  namely  remote  areas,  undeveloped  areas,  underdevelopedareas,  relatively  developed  areas  and  developed  areas.
Under  the  Industrial  Enterprise  Act  1992,  tax  rebates  ranging  from  10percent  to  20 percent  are  given  to  different  category  of  district.  Out  of  75districts,  22  districts  (29.3 percent) are  grouped  under  remote  areas.Manufacturing  units  set-up  in  these  areas  are  entitled to  60  percent  taxrebate.  There  are  13  districts  (17.3  percent) falling  under  undevelopedareas,  which  gets  20  percent  tax  rebate,  while  9  districts  (12  percent)belong  to  relative  developed  areas,  which  get  10  percent tax  rebate.  Theremaining  12  districts  (16  percent)  are  industrially  developed  districts  thatare  not  entitled  to  get  any  tax  rebate.  In addition  to  income  tax  rebate,exemption  is  also  granted  in  respect  of  excise  duty to  units  belonging  tothese  areas  at  the  rate  of  35  percent,  25  percent,  15  percent,  10  percentand  zero  percent  respectively. (Source:ITA 2058)
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4.1.1. Tax Planning ProcedureThe whole  territory  in  Nepal  is  divided  into  four broad  groups,  by  the  ITA2002,  for  the  income  tax  purpose-remote  areas,  undeveloped  areas,  under-developed  areas  and  developed  areas. Similarly,  the  ITA  2031  hadcategorized  all  the  regions  in  to  five  groups - remote  areas,  undevelopedareas,  under-developed  areas,  relatively  developed  areas  and  developedareas.  No  tax  rebates  are  allowed  to  the  organization  in  developed  areasbut  some  percentage  of  rebates  for  other  regions  according  to  their  nature.Remote  areas  are  facilitated  more  percentage  rebate and  relatively  lower  tothe  undeveloped,  under  developed  and  relatively  developed  areas.  The  ITA2002  grants 30  percent,  25  percent  and  20  percent  rebate  to  theorganizations  established  in  remote,  undeveloped  and  under-developedareas  respectively.  Such  rebate  under  ITA  2031  was  35  percent,  25  percent,20  percent  and  10  percent  for  remote,  undeveloped,  under-developed  andrelatively  developed  areas  respectively.
But  the  entrepreneurs,  investors,  managers  have  to  decide  the  place  beforethe  commencement  of  the  business. This is pro  transaction  decision  alsoknown  as  strategic  planning.  And  it  is  hard to  calculate profit  before  thecommencement  of  business  in  different  areas.  It  is  not possible  to  changeits  place  after  once  it  sets  up  its  plan  and  premises.  So,  all  the  decisionshould  be  made  before  the  commencement  of  the  business.
4.1.2. Presentation and AnalysisThe  following question  regarding  location  of  business  has  been  asked  tothe  sample  bank  officials. All banks have provided their responses.  Thequestion,  its  responses  and  its  analysis  have  been  presented  below.
Asked  question:  Is  location  of  business  considered  for  the  purpose  of  taxplanning  in  your  bank?
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Table  4.1 :
Banks  considering  location  of  business  for  the  purpose  of  tax  planning

S.N. Name  of  Banks Frequencies

Yes No1. NBL 72. RBB 73. SCBNL 74. NABIL 75. KBL 76. BOK 77. LBL 78. MBL 7
Total 8 28 28Source:  Field  survey,  2011

The  ITA,  2002  has  provided  tax  rebate  for  different  locations.  But  the  Acthas not  provided  any  tax  rebate  for  banking  and  financial  institutions.Regarding  the  above  queries, all banks  have  provided  their  responses.Among  them fifty percent banks responded  that  they  are  considering  locationof  business  and  next four banks  responded  that  they  are  not  consideringlocation  of  business  for  the  purpose  of  tax  planning.
4.2. Timing  of  ActivitiesThis  is  a  broad concept  that  consists  every  activity  under  where  tax  can  beplanned.  This  timing  of  activities  is  substitution  of  operational  tax  planningand  only  related  to  expenses  that  occurs  while  operating  business.  All  thosescopes  such  a  pollution  control  expenses,  research  and  developmentexpenses,  depreciation  expenses,  donation  expenses  etc.  can  be  studiedunder  timing  of  activities.
Every  corporate  body  has  to  make  tax  planning  in  respect  of  differentfinancial  activities  and  programs  in  order  to  enjoy  more  tax  saving  benefitsby  reducing  its  tax  liability.  These  activities  can  be  planned  and  carried-out
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in  a  suitable  time  or  period.  Capital  investment,  sale  of  depreciable  andnon-depreciable  assets  at  profit  of loss. Investment  on  pollution-controldevices,  research  and  development  activities,  issue  of  share and  debentureat  par,  premium  or  discount,  redemption  of  preference  share  anddebentures,  payment  of  dividends,  receipt  and  payment  of  loans.  Staffwelfare  expenses  etc  are  sort  of  activities  to  be  planned  in  a  year  tominimize  tax  burden  maximizing  the  claim  of  expenses.  This  is  planning  offuture  expenses  in  a  business  that  saves  maximum  amount  of  tax.
4.2.1. Tax  Planning  ProcedureTiming  of activities  denotes  the  planning  of  different  activities  in  timeframe  in  such  a  way  to  obtain  maximum  tax  facility  from  such  expenditure.This  is  a  way  for  scheduling business  expenses  so  that  the  payable  tax  canbe  minimized.  But  there  are  some  ways  to  do  so.  First  of  all,  the  loss  onbusiness  should  be  recovered  because  it  can  be  recovered  within  certaintime  limit  of  4 or  7  years  etc.  (Under  ITA  2002 ).  If  the  loss  is  notrecovered  within  the  time  bound,  it  cannot  be  carried  further  more  andthere  is  not  any  alternative  relief  to  the  loss  holder.
After  the  recovery  of  loss,  the  allowable large  amount  of  expenses  ispreferred  to deduct.  Here  the  allowable  large  limit  of  expenses  representsresearch  and  development  expenses,  and  pollution  control  expenses.  Theallowable  limit  for research  and  development  expenses,  and  pollutioncontrol  expenses  is  50  percent  of  net  profit.  And  it  is  to  claim  theseexpenses  when  there  is  maximum  profit.
4.2.2. Presentation  and  AnalysisThe  following  question regarding  timing  of  activities has  been  asked  to  thesample  bank  officials. All banks have provided their responses. The  question,its  responses and  its  analysis  have  been  presented below.Asked  Question:  Is  Timing  of  Activities   Decision  considered  for  the purposeof  tax  planning  in  your  organization?
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Table  4.2:
Banks  Considering  Timing  of  Activities  Decision  for  the Purpose  of  Tax

Planning.
S.N. Name  of  Banks Frequencies

Yes No1. NBL 72. RBB 73. SCBNL 74. NABIL 75. KBL 76. BOK 77. LBL 78. MBL 7Total 8 35 21Source:  Field  survey,  2011
There  are  only  five banks curtailing  their  tax  burden  through  time  value  ofmoney.  This is around sixty percent  of  total  responses. All banks  gave  theirresponses upon  this  question. Actually  timing  of activities is  very  importanttool  for  tax  planning  but  it  is  very  tough  to  practice.
4.3. Time  Value  of  MoneyPeterson  and  Lewis, “The  time  value  of  money  refers  to  the  fact  that  arupee  received  in  the  future  is  not  worth  a  rupee  today”.  It  means  therupee  to  be  received  in  future  is  less  important  than  a  rupee  at  presentbecause  a  rupee  of   today  can  be  invested  and  due  to  interest factorbecomes  more  than  a  rupee  after  one  year. e.g.- If  we invest Rs.1 on zero yearat  the  interest  rate  of  10  percent,  it  becomes  Rs.1.10  in  one  year.  Here,Rs.1  presents  value  of  Rs. 1.10  to  be  received  after  one  year.
For the  meaningful  comparison  of  cash  flows  at  different  periods  of  timethey  should  be  converted  into  a  some  point  of  time  or  should  beexpressed  in  common  denominator  that  is interest  factor.  There are twomethods  of  making  such transformation – compounding  and  discounting.
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How  tax  can  be  planned  under  time  value  of  money?  This  question  mayarise  confusion  because  the  Income  Tax  Act  does  not  have  such  headings.But  if we  perceive  what  actually  the  tax  planning  is,  then  it  really  helps  us.Tax  planning  simply  means  curtail  on  tax  burden,  but  in  depth  it  is also  toget  maximum  ATP.  This  is  the  indirect  way  of  planning  to  maximize  aftertax  profit.
4.3.1. Tax  Planning  ProcedureAs  the  researcher  has  already mentioned,  time  value  of  money  itself  doesnot  reduce  the  tax  liability.  It  enhances  the  financial  strength  of  anorganization  suggesting  delay  on  payments.  One  has  to pay  all  this  debtand  obligations  on  deadline.  One  can  pay  his  debt  tax  liability  at  the  end  of3rd month  by  writing  an  application  to  the  department  to  extend  its  filingdate. Similarly,  he  can  submit  excess TAX collected  at  15th day  after  the endof  month  (deadline  of  submission  date)  and  also,  to  exploit  the  benefitsfrom  this  heading,  one  has  to  claim  all  the  deductions  earlier  and  as  muchas  he/she  can  because  a  rupee  worth more  today  than  tomorrow.
4.3.2. Presentation  and  AnalysisThe  following question  regarding  time  value  of  money  has  been  asked  tothe sample  bank  officials.  All banks  have  provided  their  responses  on  thequestion.  The  question,  its  responses  and  its  analysis  have  been  presentedbelow.
Asked  Question:  Is  Time  Value  of  Money  decision  considered  for  thepurpose of  tax  planning  in  your  organization?
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Table  4.3:
Banks  Considering  Time  Value  for  the Purpose  of  Tax  Planning

S.N. Name  of  Banks Frequencies

Yes No1. NBL 72. RBB 73. SCBNL 74. NABIL 75. KBL 76. BOK 77. LBL 78. MBL 7Total 8 56 0Source:  Field  survey,  2011
All banks responded  on  this  question.  Among  sample  banks hundred percentbanks  consider  time  value  of  money  for  the  purpose  of  tax  planning.  Itshows  that Nepalese  Commercial  banks  are  aware  about  the  importance  oftime  value  of  money  for  the  purpose  of  tax  planning. Even  all  the  toolsabove  presented  and  this  time  value  of  money  is  closely  bound  to  the  taxplanning,  most  of  the  respondents  disagree  on  timing  of  activities  andleasing  or  buying  but  agree  on  time  value  of  money.  These entire  threefinancial  tools  do  help  to  maximize  one’s  ATP  by  the  help  of  makingexpensed  or  acquiring  funds  at  right  time.
4.4. Nature  of  EmploymentUnder  Income  Tax  Act,  2002 special  industries  providing   directemployment  to  600  or  more  Nepalese  citizens  in  whole  year  can  enjoy  10percent  rebate  on  levied  tax  to  them.  It  means  those  industries have  to  pay18  percent  tax  on  their  income.  But  in  Industrial  Enterprise  Act, 2049,  sec-15  allows  9  years  tax  holiday  if  that  industry  is  of  national  priority  nature,otherwise  7  years  tax  holidays  for  ordinary  industries  provide  600  or  moreemployment  to  the  Nepalese  citizens. After  the  amendment of  that
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Industrial  Enterprise  Act  in  2054,  such  organizations  having  600  or  moreemployees  get  10  percent  tax  rebate  along  with  other  all  facilities  providedto  the  industries. It  changed  the  2  years  tax  holidays  to  national  priorityindustries  into  50  percent  tax  rebate.  And  such  organization  get  maximumbenefits  from  this  act. e.g.  if  an  organization  listed  as  national  priorityindustry  earns  5,00,000  it  has  to  pay  only  9%  tax;  that is Rs.45,000.Generally  a  manufacturing  organization  pays  20  percent  taxes  that  isRs.1,00,000  on  its  earning  worth  Rs.5,00,000.  But being  a  national  priorityindustry,  it  enjoys  50  percent  tax  rebate  that  is  50,000.  again providing600  or  more  employment  it  can  deduct  10  percent  of  its  tax  liability  asrebates  and  its  actual  tax  liability  comes  to  be  Rs.45,000.
4.4.1. Tax Planning ProcedureAs  per  the  Act  provides  an  especial facility  to the  organizations  of  10percent  tax  rebate  on  the  levied  tax  that  provide  direct  employment  to  600or  more  Nepalese  citizen  whole  the  365  days  in  a  year. This  provision  isnot  viable  to  those  small  scale  organizations; only  large  scale  of  labor-intensive  organizations  can  enjoy  this  facility.  To  reduce  the  tax  burden,  anorganization  has  to  recruit  more  employee(s)  under  this  provision.  Onemay  wonder  and  arise  question   that  how  the  payment  can  be  curtailed  bypaying  more  to  the  employees.  The  following  example  can  be  given  totranquil  such  queries.
4.4.2. Presentation  and  AnalysisThe  following question  number  of  employee  has  been  asked  to  the  samplebanks  officials. All banks have provided their responses.  The  question,  itsresponse  and  its  analysis  have  been  presented  below.
Asked  Question:  Is  No.  of  employee  decision  considered  for  the  purpose  oftax  planning  in  your  organization?
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Table  4.4:
Banks  Considering  no.  of  Employees  Decision  for  the  Purpose  of  Tax

Planning.
S.N. Name  of  Banks Frequencies

Yes No1. NBL 72. RBB 73. SCBNL 74. NABIL 75. KBL 76. BOK 77. LBL 78. MBL 7Total 8 35 21Under  Income  Ta
Above table shows that 60 percent banks consider to employees decision for thepurpose of Tax Planning. Income Tax Act,  2002  special  industries  providingdirect  employment  to 600  or  more  Nepalese  citizens  in  whole  year  canenjoy  10  percent rebate  on  levied  tax  to  them.  But  this  type  of  rebate  isnot  for  banks  or  financial  institutions.
4.5 DepreciationDepreciation  is  the  amount  that  curtails  the  original  value  on  asset  for itsuse. It  is  clearly  explained  as  deductible  amount  while  calculatingassessable  income  from  business and  investment.  But  there  are  some  limitsmade  in  Income  Tax  Act  regarding  depreciation  as  described  before.  Thetaxpayer  has  to  choose  one  among  many  alternatives  because  he  cannotenjoy  all  the  facilities  at  once.   Different  depreciation  rate  is  levied  on  theassets  purchased  on  different  time.  Whole  depreciation  is  deductible  if  thatassets  is purchase  within  the  end of  the  Poush,  two  third  of  depreciation  isallowable  if  that  is  purchased  after  end of  Poush  and  within  end  of  Chaitra,

Source:  Field survey, 2011
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and  only  one  third  portion  of  depreciation  is  deductible  if  that is purchasedafter  end  of  Chaitra.
So  the  taxpayer  has  to  make  a  decision,  which  one  does  he  prefers,  first,second  or  third  slab  of  depreciation rate.  It  is  the  most  important option  toplan  one’s  tax  within  the  depreciation  head.  Of course  one  can  save  ahandsome  amount  of  tax  but  he  has  to  make  a decision  very  sincerely.
On  the  behalf  of  infrastructure  projects  that  should  be  transferred  to  theGovernment  of  Nepal  and  electricity  production  and  transmission;  all  thescraps  on  Plant  and  Machinery  can  be  deducted  as  expenses  at  the  time  oftheir  replacement.  Moreover,  all  the  book  values  of  assets  can  be  deductedas   expenses  at the  time  of  its  ownership  transfer  to  the  Government  ofNepal.  Special  industries  are  entitled  to   reduce  an additional  one.  Thirddepreciation  on  prescribed  rate  of  depreciation  as  per  S/3(1) of  the  sameschedule.  (ITA,  2002,  S/3-2,  Schedule 2). Moreover,  “if  their  remains  lessthan  Rs.2,000  after  the  deduction  of  depreciation  from  its  concerned  pool,the  whole  sum  can  be  deducted  as  additional  depreciation  expenses”, (ITA,2002,  S/2-6,  Schedule  2).
4.5.1. Tax Planning  ProcedureFrom  all  the  explanations  presented about  we  can  come  to  a  conclusionthat  there  are  lots  of  provisions  made  regarding  depreciation  andorganization  has  to  make  a  correct  decision  for  what  to  do.  And  a rationalentrepreneur,  manager  gives  priority  to  the  ATP  and  ROI/ROE whileselecting  an  option.  The  time  slab  for  depreciation  base  is  most  valuablething  to  plan  the  reduction  on  tax.  To  claim  the   higher  amount  ofdepreciation  as  deductible  expenses,  one  has  to  purchase  that  asset  atearly.  One  can  borrow  the  sum  to  invest  on  asset  if   there  are  notsufficient  funds  because  interest  expenses  are  also deductible  expenses  forincome  tax  calculation  and  the  ROE  would  be  high  in  debt  financing  thatthe  equity  financing  only.
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Presentation  and  AnalysisThe  following  question regarding  depreciation  has  been  asked  to  thesample   bank  officials.  All  of  them  have  given  their  responses.  The  question,its  responses  and  its  analysis  have  been  presented  below.
Question:  Is  Depreciation  decision  considered  for  the  purpose  of  taxplanning  in  your  organization?

Table  4.5:
Banks  Considering  Depreciation  Decision  for  the  purpose  of  Tax

Planning.
S.N. Name  of  Banks Frequencies

Yes No1. NBL 72. RBB 73. SCBNL 74. NABIL 75. KBL 76. BOK 77. LBL 78. MBL 7Total 8 56 0Source:  Field  survey,  2011The  survey  shows  that, all sample  banks  are  considering  depreciationdecision  for  the  purpose  of  tax  planning.  Every  sample  bank  is  deductingtheir  depreciation  as  per  the  provisions  lies  on  ITA,  2002.  they  are  usingdepreciation  as  a  crucial  tool  of  tax  planning.  Besides  this,  they  areconscious  about the  impact  of  depreciation  on  every  decision  they  made  forthe  minimization  of  tax  burden  during  any  fiscal  year.
4.5. Leasing  and  BuyingThe  assets of one  organization  can  be  purchased  in  two  ways - leases  oroutright  purchase.  Leasing  or  outright  purchase  can  be  made  by  borrowedfund  or  won  capital. When  an  asset  is  acquired  by  paying  all  its  value,  it  isknown  as buying.  The  whole  worth  of  that  stuff  should  be  paid  for  suchdeal. When  the  same  goods  is  hired  on  lease,  it  has  to  pay  some
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installments  for  that  leasehold  property.  The  payment  made  for  rent  can  bemade  at  the beginning   or  end of  a  period.  If  that  asset  is  leased,  thetaxpayer  can  claim for  the  rent,  repair  and  maintenance  expenses  andmanagement  fees.  If  it  is  purchased,  there  is  the  facility  of  depreciation  andrepair  and  maintenance.  If  borrowed  funds  are  used  to  purchase  that  asset,the  interest  paid  and  borrowed  fund  can  be  deducted  as  business  expenses.And  the  tax  can  be  planned  while  making  decision  regarding  leasing  orbuying. There are  many  more  advantages  in  leasing  like- there  does  notrequire  any  initial  capital,  no  risk  of  obsolescence,  tax  saving  on  lease  rent,less  restriction,  quick  service,  risk  of investment  can  be  transferred  to  thelender,  lower  maintenance  cost  etc.  but  there  are  also  some  disadvantagesfor  leasing.  It  is  expensive.  It  has  less  salvage  value,  less  investment  taxcredit,  less  tax  saving  on  depreciation  and  difficulties  in  getting  approvalasset’s  repair  and  improvement  if  required  etc.
4.6.1. Tax  Planning  ProcedureIt  is  mostly,  depends  upon  the  nature  of  assets,  funds  available  at  the  timeof  its  requirement,  maintenance  and  handling  expenses  and  estimatedreturns  from  those  purchase.  e.g.,  if  a  piece  of  land  is  required  fororganizational  set-up,  it  is better  to  purchase  rather  than  to  take  in  lease.If  a  land  is  required  to  excavate  for  mines.  It  is  better  than  to take  inlease.  Again,  if  a  ‘C’  grade  contractor  needs  a  caterpillar.  It  is  better  to  hireheavy  machine  because  the  equipment  is  essential  to  purchase  for  ‘A’ classcontractor.  The  rent  paid  at  the  beginning  cost  more than  its  payment  atthe  end  of  a  period.  Whatever  the  approaches  are  taken  to  make  decisionsregarding  leasing  or  buying  the  PV  of  payment  is  considered.  Theindividual  acquirement  costs  and  its  returns  should  be  made at  the  time  ofmaking  a  decision.  The  alternative  which  has  maximum  return  in  PV,  isselected.
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4.6.2. Presentation  and  AnalysisThe  following  question  regarding  leasing  or buying  has  been  asked  to  thesample  bank  officials.  All of  them  have  given  their  responses.  The  question,its  responses  and  its  analysis  have  been  presented  below.
Asked  Question: Which  of  the  following  methods  does  your  bank  use  whilepurchasing  fixed  assets?

Table  4.6:
Methods  Preferred  by  Nepalese  Commercial  Banks  While  Purchasing

Fixed  Assets.
S.N. Name  of  Banks Frequencies

Leasing option Buying option1. NBL 72. RBB 73. SCBNL 74. NABIL 75. KBL 76. BOK 77. LBL 78. MBL 7Total 8 21 35Source:  Field  survey,  2011
The  table 4.6 shows  that five banks  prefer  buying  options  while  purchasingfixed  assets  whereas  three banks  prefer  leasing  options.  It  means  that sixtytwo percent  commercial  banks  prefer  to  buy  fixed  assets  and  usedepreciation  facility  for  the  purpose of  tax  planning.  And  thirty eightpercent  banks  prefer  leasing  options  and  deduct  lease  expenses  from  theirprofit  and  loss  account.  Most  of  Nepalese  commercial  banks hesitate  to  paythe lease  amount  but  have  courage  to  pay  whatever  the  sum  key  have  toexpand  to  get any  tools  or  machines.  Normally,  banks  have  sufficient  funds
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for  the  investment  in  fixed  assets  hence:  they  prefer  to buy  their  needfulassets  than  to  hire  or  to  take  in  lease.
4.7. Research  and  Development  CostResearch and  development  cost  means  cost  incurred  by  a  person  for  thepurpose  of  developing  the  person’s  business  and  improving  businessproducts  or  process.  For  the  purpose  of  calculating  a  person’s  income frombusiness,  there  shall  be  deducted  research  and  development  expenses  tothe  extend  incurred  by  the  person  during  the  year,  in  conductivity  thebusiness.  But  the  limit  should  not  exceed  50  percent  of  taxable  incomebefore  deducting  research  and  development  cost.  Any  excess  expenses  shallbe  capitalized  and  depreciated  accordingly.
4.7.1. Tax  Planning  ProcedureAs  provided by  the  ITA  2002,  S/18,  all  the  Research  and  Developmentexpenses  incurred  to  conduct  a  business  are  deductible  given  that  theamount  of  such  expenses  should  not  exceed  50  percent  of  the  net   profitbefore  Research  and  Development  expenses,  deducting  all  other  costs.Allowable  limit  of  this  type  of  expenses  depend  upon  the  amount  of  profit.And  it  is  crystal  clear  that  when  there  is  large  amount  of  profit,  theallowable  limit  would  be  high  and  if   there  were  small  amount  of  profit,the  allowable  limit  would  be  low.  The  ITA,  2002  also  provides  that  theunrecoverable  amount  of  Research  and  Development  expenses  can  be  addedin  the  depreciation  base  amount  of  Poll  ‘D’  of  assets  on  next  year.  Itmeans,  though  the  act  does not  allow  deducting  a  large  sum  of  amount  atthe  time  of  less  profit  it  allow  to   deduct  all  actual  costs  on  installment asdepreciation  expenses.  So  it  is  suggested  to  install  or  incur  Research  andDevelopment  expenses  in  the  year  when  there  is  huge  sum  of  profit.  Andalso  suggested  to  incur  such  expenses  at  the  end  of  the  fiscal  year  becauseit  is  earlier  to  estimate  the  accurate  profit  at  the  end  than  it  was  predictedat  the  beginning.  Such  expenses  can  be  deferred  to  some  extent  if  there  isnot  chances  of  generating  profits  in  the  business. If  there  comes  anynecessity  to  conduct  such  expenses  and  there  is  less  or  no  profits,  whole
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expenses  can  be  segregated  in  a  manner  that  the  allowable  limit  would  behigh  (see  appendix-2).  And  remaining  unrecoverable  amount  can  be  addedin the  depreciation  base  amount  of  poll  ‘D’  of  assets.  The  anti avoidancerules  of  S/35  in  ITA  2002  does  not  interrogate  for  segregation  or  expensesbut  only  the  segregation  of  income  and  there  is  not  any  other  acts  or  rulesto  stop  the  segregation  of  expenses.
4.7.2. Presentation  and  AnalysisThe  following question  regarding  research  and  development  cost  has  beenasked  to  the  sample  bank  officials.  All  of  them  have  given  their  responses.The  question  and  its  responses  and  its  analysis  have  been  presented  below.
Asked  Question:  Has  your  bank  incurred  any  expensed  in  Research  andDevelopment  expenses?

Table  4.7:
Expenses  Made  by  Nepalese Commercial  Banks  in  R  &  D.

S.N. Name  of  Banks Frequencies

Yes No1. NBL 72. RBB 73. SCBNL 74. NABIL 75. KBL 76. BOK 77. LBL 78. MBL 7Total 8 21 35Source:  Field  survey,  2011
Table no. 4.7 explains  that  Nepalese  commercial banks  are  not  incurringexpenses  in  Research  and  Development. Among    sample  banks,  three bankshave  incurred  in  R  & D  expenses  and  remaining  five banks  have  notincurred  any expenses  in  R  &  D.  hence,  most  of  banks  are  not  getting
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chance to  claim  for  R  &  D  expenses.  Only  SCBNL,  NABIL  and  LBL  haveincurred expenses  in  R  &  D.  According  to  them,  they  are  also  consideringtheir  profit  while  making any  expenses  in  R  &  D.  Hence,  it  can  be  said  thatthose forty  percent  banks  that  have  incurred  R  &  D  expenses,  are  alsopracticing  provisions  of  R  &  D  for  the  purpose  of  tax  planning.  Obviously,those  sixty  percent  banks,  which  have  not  incurred  any  expenses  in  R  &  D,may  practice  it  when  they  will  start  to  expand  in  R  &  D.
4.8. Capital  StructureSo  far  the  choice  is  concerned;  companies prefer  to  go  in  for  debtfinancing,  as  the  interest  paid  on debt  is  a  tax-deduction  expenses,  whereas dividend  on  equity  capital  is  not  deductible  at  the  time  of  computingtaxable  income.  “Chad  teacher,  who  conducted  detailed  survey  of  the  taxsystem  in Columbia,  Republic  of  Korea,  Mexico  and  Thailand  express  deepconcern about  the  possible adverse  impact  on  corporate  financial  structurearising  out  of  discriminatory  treatment  of  equity  visa-vis  debt.  Hisobservation  were  as  follows:  (a)  Debt  Capital  produces  tax  deducting  in  thefrom of  interest  payments,  a  privilege  equity  capital  is  not  entitled  to  (b)Because  of  the  interest  deductibility,  corporations  can  lower  their  taxliabilities  by  raising  the  debt  equity  ratio.  (c)  Equity  financing,  therefore,represents  on  inferior  method  of  fund  raising”.
The  funds  can  be  fulfilled  through  various  sources  like  short-term  debt,medium-term  debt,  long-term  debt,  ordinary  share,  preference  share  etc.short  term  funds  are  needed  particularly  to  arrange  current  assets.  Longterm  funds  are  needed  to  replace  the  existing  capital  goods  or  to  expandthe  existing  capacity  etc. the  decision  regarding  what  proportion  of  thesesources  to  be  used  is  capital  structure  decision.  Borrowing  short-term  debtis  more  risky  and  medium-term  and  long-term  debts  are  more  costly.  Forthe  purpose  of  calculating  taxable  income  the  taxpayer  can  deduct  allinterest  expenses  that  are  paid  for the debts.  Issuing  shares  are  not  costlieras  the  debts  are  because  are  organization  has  not  to  curtail  its  income  asinterest  if  it  issues  shares  instead  of  borrowing  debts.  But  from  the
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financial  point  of  view,  the  structure  having  a  certain  percentage  of  debtamounts  is  more  preferable.  Because  the  ROE  is  greater  on  such mixedcapital  structure  that  the  fund  collected  through  issuing  shares  only.
Since  the  objective  of  the  firm  is  regarded  as  the  maximization  of  value,the  capital  structure  should  be  made  so  as  to  maximize  value.  Suchstructure  is  called   Optimal  Capital  Structure.  According  to  Schall  and  Haley-“The  optimal  based  capital  structure  is  the  set  of  proportions  thatmaximize  the  total  value  of  the  firm”.  The  optimal/sound  capital  structurerefers  to  the  appropriate  combination  of  debt  and  equity  capital.  Suchcombination  or  ratio  should  be  determined  so  as to  maximizing  the  valueof  the  firm  or  minimizing  the  cost  of  capital.
The  whole financing  can  be  divided  into  two  prominent  parts:  EquityFinancing  and  Debt  Financing.
Equity  Financing:- When  the  fund  is  arising  from  issuing  shares  orrequired  fund  collected  from  shareholders/owners,  it  is  known  as  sharecapital.  It  can  be  divided  into  two  parts- Ordinary  Shares  Financing  andPreference  Share  Financing.  This  is  organization’s  liability  to shareholders.
Debt  Financing:- The  funds arise  by  borrowing  from  outsiders  other  thanthe  shareholders/owners  to  finance  a  business  in  debt  financing.  Theborrowed  debt  can  be  categorized  into  many  sub  headings  such  as  short-term,  medium-term  and  long-term  debt.  Similarly,  it  also  can  be  divided  assecure  and  insecure  debt.
4.8.1. Tax  Planning  ProcedureMany  of  the  investors do  not  know  about  the  rational  capital  structuredecision.  They  fear  to  borrow  and  more  interested  to  finance  their  owncapital  that  cause  fund insufficiency  to  operate  a  business.
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The  entire  life  of  a  business  depends  upon  the  financing  decision,  so  onehas  to  measure  all  the  pros  and  cons  of  every  alternative  model  of  capitalstructure.  It  is  not  that  much  though  to  identify  a  most  suitable  structurewhen  the  market  and  interest  risks  are  known.  Always,  the  high  ROEcapital  structure  is  preferred. This  following  example  can  help  to  make  adecision  on  capital  structure.
A  firms  needs  Rs.20,00,000  and  it  has two  alternatives- financing  wholefund  raising  equity  shares:  or  taking  50  percent  debt Rs.10,00,000  andremaining  1,00,000  from  shares.  The  corporate  tax  rate  is  25  percent  andexpected  EBIT  for  the  year  is  20  percent  on  total  investment.  Whilealternative  should  the  firm  prefer?

Table  4.8:
EAT  in  Different  Capital  StructureEBIT

Less:  Interest
Equity  Financing4,00,000-

Equity  +  Debt  Financing4,00,0001,00,000EBTLess:  Tax  25% 4,00,0001,00,000 3,00,00075,000EAT 3,00,000 2,25,000Shareholder’s  Equity 2,00,000 1,00,000ROE 15% 22.5%
Here,  the  ROE (EAT/Shareholder’s  equity  represents  the  percentage  of  theearning  on  investment  made  by  the  shareholders.  And  the  exampleexpressed  above  shows  that  the  planning  per  slave  on  equity and  debtfinancing  is  more  than  the  equity  financing  only.  So,  the  investor,  manager,entrepreneur  should  take  the  decision  of  mixed  capital  structure  here  on.
From  the  example  presented  above,  we  can  come  to  a  conclusion  that  themixed  capital  structure  is  move  profitable  to  an  investor  from  each  pointof  view,  risk  and  return.  To  get  the  benefits  from  this  heading,  one  must
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be  well  known  of  the  financing  affairs.  And  the  market  risks  and  returnsmust  be  arranged  in  accurate  figure.
4.8.2. Presentation  and  AnalysisThe  following question  regarding  capital  structure  has  been  asked  to  thesample  bank  officials.  All  of  them  have  given  their  responses.  The  question,its  responses  and  its  analysis  have been  presented  below.
Asked  Question-1:  Is  capital  structure  decision  considered  for  the  purposeof  tax  planning  in  your  organization?

Table  4.9:
Banks  Considering  Capital  Structure  Decision  for  the  Purpose  of  Tax

Planning.
S.N. Name  of  Banks Frequencies

Yes No1. NBL 72. RBB 73. SCBNL 74. NABIL 75. KBL 76. BOK 77. LBL 78. MBL 7Total 8 49 7Source:  Field  survey,  2011
The table 4.9 shows  that eighty eight percent of commercial  banks  areconsidering  capital  structure  decision  for  the  purpose  of  tax  planning.Twelve percent bank is not  practicing  capital  structure  decision  as  taxplanning  tools.  As the  table  shows that  RBB  not  considering  capitalstructure  as  tax  planning  tools.
Asked  Question-2:  Which  of  the  following  opinions  does  your  bank  prefersfor  capital  structure  to  minimize  tax?
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Table  4.10:
Preferred  Capital  Structure  by  Nepalese  Commercial  Banks.

S.N. Name  of  Banks Options and  Frequencies

Equity

Only

Debt  Only Both

Equity+Debt1. NBL 72. RBB 73. SCBNL 74. NABIL 75. KBL 76. BOK 77. LBL 78. MBL 7Total 8 56Source:  Field  survey,  2011
The table 4.10 gives  clear-cut  picture  that  each  and  every  sampled  bankprefers  debt  plus  equity  capital  structure  for  the  minimization  of  tax.  Itshows  that  Nepalese  commercial  banks  are  aware  about  the importance ofdebt  in  capital  structure  for  the  purpose  of tax  planning.
4.9. Avoiding  the  PenaltiesThere  are  many  categories where  the  penal  can  levied  such  as:  charge  forfailure  to  maintain  documentation  or  file  statement  or  return  of  income.Interest  for  understanding  estimated  tax  payable by  installment,  interest  forfailure  to  pay  tax,  charge  for  making  false  or misleading statements  etc.  inITA,  2002.  Similarly,  there  are  also  provisions  of  offence  and  punishmentfor  failure  to  pay  tax,  making false  or misleading statement  etc.
 Charge  for  Failure  to  Maintain  Documentation  or  File  Statements

for  Return  of  Income“A  person who  fails  to  file  a  return  of  income  for  an  income  year  asrequired  by  sub-S/(1)  of  S/95  and  96  of  ITA  2002,  shall  be  liable  to  pay  a
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charge  for  each  month  and  part  of  month  at  the  rate  of  0  percent  perannum  of  the  person’s  assessable  income  without  any  deductions  andincluding  in  calculating  the  person’s  income  for  the  year of  Rs.1,000,whichever  is  greater  (Income  Tax  Act,  2002,  S/-117-1).  Similarly,  “awithholding  person  who  fails  to  file  a  statement  shall  be  liable  to  pay  acharge  for  each  month  and  part  of  month  for a  period, from the  due  dateto  file  the  statement  to  the  date  of  its  filing  at  the  rate  of  1.5  percent perannum  on  the  amount  of  tax”.  (ITA,  2002,  S/-117  (3))
 Interest  for  Failure  to  Pay  TaxA  person,  who fails  to pay  tax  within which  the  tax  is  payable,  is  liable  topay  interest  for  each month  and  part  of  month  for which  any  of  the  tax  isoutstanding  calculate  by  applying  the  standard  interest  rate  to  the  amountoutstanding  (ITA,  2002,  S/119-1).
 Charges  for  Making  False  or  Misleading  Statements“Where  the  statement is  happened  to  be  false  or  misleading  by  mistakewithout  knowingly  or  recklessly,  fifty  percent  of  the  amount  of  tax  reducedshould  be  charged”.  (ITA,  2002,  S/120-1)
“Where  the  statement  is  made  false  or  misleading  knowingly,  hundredpercent  charges  should  be  levied  on  the  tax  amount  reduced  that  reason”.(ITA,  2002,  S/120-2).
 Punishment  to Failure  to  Pay  Tax“A  person  who does  not  submit  the  tax  amount  within  the  due  datewithout  any  reasonable  cause,  liable  to  pay  a  fine  Rs.5,000  to  Rs.3,000  orimprisonment  of  one  month  to  three  months,  or  both”.  (ITA, 2002,  S/123).
 Punishment  for  Making  False  or  Misleading  Statement“A  false  or  misleading  statement  by  reason  of  concealing  or  omittingparticular  matter  from  a  statement  by  the  person  shall  be  punished  by  a
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fine of  Rs.40,000  to  Rs.1,60,000  or  an  imprisonment  of  six  months  to  twoyears,  or  both”.  (ITA,  2002,  S/124).
4.9.1. Tax  Planning  ProcedureTax  planning  is  the  benefits  that  can  be  taken  from  tax  acts  and  rules,  andeven  the  exploitation  of  loopholes  thereon.  But  it  does  not  mean  to  breakthe  laws,  acts  and  rules.  Breaking  the  law  is  crime  and  should  be  punishedaccording  to  the  nature  of  crime,  under  ITA,  2002,  a  person  may  have  topay  minimum  Rs.1,000  to  maximum  Rs.2,40,000  as  fine and  minimum  onemonth  to  maximum  three  year’s  imprisonment  for  the  different  crime  hedoes.  The  penal  amount  cost   nothing  for large  organizations  but  theimprisonment  of  head  person,  management  leader  may  sink  the  wholeorganization.  We  can  take  an  example  of  Michael  Khodovovski  of  YukosCompany  in  Russia.  As  he  was  imprisoned,  the  Yukos  gradually  looses  itsvalue  and  finally  it  has  to  sell  its  mainstream.  Again,  as  an  articlepublished  on  FOBS  magazine  Khodovovski’s  personal  loss  for  the  year  2004was  13,000  million  dollars.  So  it  is  better  to  avoid  penal  and  not  to  takeany  risk.
4.9.2. Presentation  and  AnalysisThe  following question  regarding  avoiding  the  penalties  has  been  asked  tothe  sample  bank  officials.  All  of  them  have  given  their  responses.  Thequestion,  its  responses  and  its  analysis  have  been  presented  below.
Asked  Question:  Does  your  bank  consider  avoiding  penalties  for the  propertax  planning?
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Table  4.11:
Banks  that  Avoid  Penalties  for  the  Purpose  of  Tax  Planning.S.N. Name  of  Banks FrequenciesYes No1. NBL 72. RBB 73. SCBNL 74. NABIL 75. KBL 76. BOK 77. LBL 78. MBL 7Total 8 49 7Source:  Field  survey,  2011

Most  of  the  respondents  are  aware  of  the  penal that  can  be  levied  for  themalfunctioning.  The  responses  shows 88 percent  banks  avoid  the  penal  asmuch  as  they  can.  They  always  try  to  avoid  penalties  to  reduce  tax  burden,but  LBL  is  not  considering  avoiding  penalties for  the  proper  tax  planning.It  is  obviously  true  that  tax  paid  amount  with  penalties  will  reduce  taxburden.  The  ITA,  2002  has  prescribed  heavy  penalties  plus  interest  ondelay  submission  of  tax  hence,  Nepalese  banks  prefer  to  submit  tax  burdenin  time  to  skip  from  the  penalties.
4.10. Pollution  Control  CostPollution control  costs  mean  cost  incurred  by  a  person  with  respect  to  aprocess  for  the  purpose  of  controlling  pollution  or  in  other  way  protestingor  sustaining  the  environment.  For  the  purpose  of  calculating  a  person’sincome  from  business,  there  shall  be  deducted  all  pollutions  controlexpenses  incurred  during  the  income  year  for  conducting  the  business.  Butthe  deductible  amount  should  not  exceed  50  percent  of  taxation  incomebefore  deducting  pollution  control  cost.  If  there  are  any excess  expenses,then  such  excess  expenses  shall  be  capitalized  (added  to  cost  of  respective
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depreciable  assets)  and  shall  be  depreciated  accordingly. Under EconomicAct,  2051,  any  industry  installs  pollution  control  device  can  deduct  thewhole  expenses  in  2  equal  installment.  But  it  should  be  certified  by  thetechnician  and  recommended  by  the  department  of  industry.  This  provisionis  kept  alike  in  Economic  Act  2052,  2053,  2054  and  2055. The  Income  TaxAct,  2031  also  had  this  provision.  The  allowable  limit  under  the  ITA  2031was  also  50  percent  of  taxable  income  before  adjusting  this  expense.
4.10.1. Tax  Planning  Procedure“All  pollution  control  cost or  any  equipment  installment  charge  of  thisnature  are  deductible  at  the  time  of  calculating  taxable  income  frombusiness.  But  the  expenditure  such  nature  should  not  exceed  the  50percent  of  net income  excluding  pollution  control  cost  and  including  allother  expenses”.  (Income  Tax  Act  2002,  S-17).  The  allowable  limit  ofpollution  control  expense  also  depends  upon  the  amount  of  profit  as aResearch  and  Development expenses  depends.  As  a  result  of  suchdependency,  large  sum  can  be  deducted  when  there  is  large  profit  and  onlysmall  portion  is  allowed  at  the  time  of  less  profit.  Same  as  R  &  Dexpenses,  all  unrecoverable  amounts  of pollution  control  expenses  areadded  to  the  depreciation  base  of  poll  “D”  of  assets  on  next  year.  And  allunrecoverable  expenses  on  pollution  control  will  be  reduced  as  depreciationexpenses  at  the  rate  of  15  percent  thereafter  it  may  take  a  long  time  torecover  but  fully  deductible  expenses  is  far  better  than it  will  be  unknownfuture.  That’s  why  it is  suggested  that  to  incur  or  install  pollution  controlequipment  in  the  year  when there  is  large  amount  of  profit  and  alsosuggested  to  segregate  the  expenses  to  deduct a  large  portion  of  expensesfor  its  necessary  installment  or  sudden  occurrence  in  the  period  whenthere  is  less  profit  of  loss.  Such unfavorable condition  may  arise  due  toregulatory  policy  of  the  government.  In  such  conditions,  the  organizationcan  incomplete  the  project and  left  some  portion  of  its  incomplete  work  fornext  fiscal  year  that  helps  to segregate  the  costs  of  one  plant  into  twodifferent  fiscal  year  and  no  doubt  that  the  allowable  limit  would  be  highbecause  the  profit  would  be  high  on  which  this  expenses depends.
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4.10.2. Presentation  and  AnalysisThe  following question  regarding  pollution  control  cost  has  been  asked  tothe  sample  bank  officials.  All  of  them  have given  their  responses.  Thequestion,  its  responses  and  its  analysis  have  been  presented  below.Asked  Question:  Has  your  bank  incurred  any  expensed  in  pollution  andcontrol  cost?
Table  4.12:

Banks  Considering  Incurred  any  Expensed  in  Pollution  and  Control
Cost.

S.N. Name  of  Banks Frequencies

Yes No1. NBL 72. RBB 73. SCBNL 74. NABIL 75. KBL 76. BOK 77. LBL 78. MBL 7Total 8 7 49Source:  Field  survey,  2011
The  table 4.12 shows  that  only twelve percent bank  among eight samplebanks  has  spent  in  pollution  control  cost.  That  bank  is  SCBNL.  It  isspending  expenses  in  Sanitation  and  other  pollution  control  costs.  In  thescenario  of  Nepalese  commercial  banks  only  SCBNL  is  incurring  expense  inpollution  control  cost.  Hence  the  research  shows  that  only  SCBNL  canpractice  it for  the  purpose  of  tax  planning.  According  to  the  responses  ofthe  authorities  of  SCBNL,  they  are  not  considering  their  profit   to  determinePC cost  for  the  purpose  of  tax  planning  because  it  is  for  corporate  socialresponsibility.  Hence,  only  one  bank,  which  is  spending  in  PC,  is  not
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considering  bank’s  profit  to  determine  the  amount  of  PC  that  should  beexpended  during  one  fiscal  year.
4.11. Repair  and  Improvement  Cost“All  expenses in  respect of  repair  or  improvement  are  deductible  if  that  isowned  and  used  by   the  person  for  earning  income  from  business  orinvestment.  However,  the allowable  limits  is  7  percent  of  depreciation  baseamount  of  the  respective  pool  of  depreciable  assets.  Any  excess  expenseswill  be  added  to  the  depreciation  base  amount  for  next  year”.  (Income  TaxAct,  2002,  S/16).
Under  S/12  (1-b)  of  ITA  2031,  such  expenses were  also  deductible  item.Such  repairs  should  be  made  for  the  purpose  of  keeping  an  asset  inrunning  or  preventing  from  being  damaged.  When  such  repairs  results  inincrease  in  the  value,  life  or  working  capacity  of  that  asset  or  change  theirbasic  structure,  the  expenses  incurred  to  expand  such  capacity  of  that  assetor  change  their  basic  structure,  the  expenses  incurred  to  expand  suchcapacity  were  not  allowed  to  deduct  as  repair  or  maintenance  expenses,but  would  be  added in  the  cost  of  concerned  fixed  assets  and  depreciatedas  per  the  rate  applicable   for  the  respective  pool.  Sometimes  replacementand  renewal for existing  plants  becomes  essential  in  order  to  enable  itsstrength  to  meet the  competing  demands  of  new  era  in  modern  technology.At  that  time,  huge  sum  of  investment  is  required  to  replace  the  existingplants  and  machinery.
4.11.1. Tax  Planning  ProcedureThe  tax  could  be  reduced  by  the  proper  planning  or  renewal  orreplacement  under  the  ITA  2031  (with  help  of  IEA,  1992)  only  which  arenot  allowed  by  the  ITA,  2002. the  tax  planner  only  can  reduce  up  to  7%on  its  depreciable  base  amount  of  respective  pool  as  repair  andmaintenance expenses as  provided  of  ITA,  2002.  Since,  the  depreciationbase  amount  would  be  greater,  more  repair  and  maintenance  expenses  canbe  reduced  for  earlier  purchase  of  an  asset  and  it  is  all  where  the  tax  canbe  planned  through  the  ITA,  2002.
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1.11.2. Presentation  and  AnalysisThe  following question  regarding  repair  and  maintenance  cost  has  beenasked  to  the  sample  bank  officials.  All  of  them  have  given  their  responses.The  question,  its  responses  and  its  analysis  have  been  presented below.Asked  Question:  Do  you  consider  asset’s  depreciation  base  while  incurringany  expenses  in  Repair  and  Improvement?
Table  4.13:

Banks  Considering  Asset’s  Depreciation  Base  for  the  Purpose  of  Tax
Planning.

S.N. Name  of  Banks Frequencies

Yes No1. NBL 72. RBB 73. SCBNL 74. NABIL 75. KBL 76. BOK 77. LBL 78. MBL 7Total 8 56 0Source:  Field  survey,  2011The  above  table 4.13 shows  good  sign  for  the  practice  of  tax  planning,  asevery  bank  among  sample  banks  are  considering  depreciation  base  whileincurring  any  expenses  in  Repair  and   Improvement.  It  shows  that  Nepalesecommercial  banks are aware  about  the  provisions  regarding  Repair  andImprovement  cost.  There  are  more  chances  of  exploiting  this  facilities  bymaking  unnecessary  expenses  in  Repair  and  Improvement  expenses.
4.12. Recovery  of  LossesThe profit  is  return  for  the  risk  bearing  capacity  of  investor.  There  aredifferent  types  of  risks  that  the  investor  has  to  bear.  But  we  can  see  two
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dominate  risks  for  the  investors,  viz.  break-even  (zero  point)  risk  andinvestment  (sinking  the  fund)  risk.  Every  organization  is  established withits  profit  maximization  objectives  but  here  is  an  equal  chance  of  gettingrisk as  well  all  those  risks  lead  an  organization  to  the  losses,  whichdiscourage  the  investors  to  invest. And  that  redundancy  to  invest  hascyclical  effect  on  a  nation’s   economy.  The  government  charges  someamount  as  tax  to  the  investors  who  earn  profits.  It  (the  govt.)  enjoys  theprofit  that  one  earns. So,  the  government  has  a  duty  to  share  its  lossestoo.  That  is  why  the  govt. provides  some  special  provisions  for  thoselosses.
According  to  Kandel  (2006)  ‘The  loss  of  the  investor  can  be  recovered  intwo  ways - they are  full  loss  offsetting  and  partial  loss  offsetting.  Full  lossoffsetting means  recovering  full  value  of  loss  by  the  government.  Full  lossoffsetting  can  be  done  by  two  ways - firstly  by  refunding  total  value  of  lossby the  government  and  secondary - by  allowing  to  recovering  the  loss  withinterest  when  there  is  profit  in  the  business.The  full  loss  recovery  system  is  not  in  use  these  days. It  is  impracticable  toreimburse  full  loss  because  it  curtails  the managerial  expertise.  Investorsneglect  the  business  and  also  challenge  the  threats  beyond  their  caliberbecause  losses  are  compensated  by  the  government.  That  is  why  thegovernment  follows  partial  loss offsetting  of  the  investment. Thegovernment  of  Nepal  is  also  following  the  partial  loss  offsetting.  TheIncome  Tax  Act  2002  has  made  some  provisions  regarding  offsetting  andcarrying  the  loss  other  that  the year  occur.
Business  loss  in  Nepal can  be  set-off  from  investment  income  only  eitherthat  is  earned in  the  country  or  in  abroad.  Loss  of  foreign  sourceinvestment  can  be  recovered  from  the  gain  of  foreign  source  investment  ofthe same  country.  The  loss  of  capital  nature  can  be  set-off  from  capitalincome  only.  Loss from foreign  sources  business  can  be  recovered  fromforeign  source  gain  on  investment  and  business  of  the  same  country  only.Loss  from  special  industry  and  other  business  enjoying  special  tax  rate  can
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be  recovered  from  the  same  business.  Now  the  Income  Tax  Act  hasprovisions  of  only  carry  forward  of  losses.  The  act  has already  removed  theprovisions regarding  carry  back  of  losses.
4.12.1. Carry  Forward  of  LossThe  Income  Tax  Act,  2002  allows the  investor  to  set-off  both  intra  headand  inter  head  losses  from  his  business  and  investment  to  subsequent  fouryears  for  ordinary business/investment.  Loss  of  last  seven  years isdeductible  from  income  from  public  infrastructure  projects  to  betransferred  to  government  and  electricity  house  construction,  productionand  transmission  projects.
Under  Income Tax  Act,  2031,  only  three  year  loss  of  intra  head  wasallowed  to  carry  forward.
4.12.1.1. Tax  Planning  ProcedureA  loss occurs  when  the  expenditure  exceeds  incomes.  All  the  losses  in  abusiness  are  deductible  from  its  income  in subsequent  years.  One  shouldknow  that  the  acts  and  rules  properly  while  recovering  the  losses  fromearnings. A  domestic  business  loss  can  be  recovered  from  any  earnings  ofbusiness  and  investment  in  the  country,  and  foreign  business  andinvestment  income.  Domestic  investment  can  be  recovered  from  domesticand  foreign  investment  income.  And  foreign  investment  loss  can  berecovered  from  foreign  investment  only.  Whatever, the  provisions  ofrecovery  made  (intra  or  into  heading  recovery  of  loss),  the  recovery  perioddoes  not  exceed  four  year  after  the  loss  happens.  But  the  loss  of  specialindustries  such  as  public  infrastructure  operate  and  transfer  to  thegovernment  of  Nepal  and  electricity  project  that  are  involved  in  buildingpower  station,  generating  and  transmitting  electricity  etc.  can  be  recoveredwithin  seven  years.
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4.12.1.2. Presentation  and  AnalysisThe  following  questions regarding  carry  forward  of  loss  has  been  asked  tothe  sample  bank  officials.  All  of  them  have  given  their  responses.  Thequestion,  its  responses  and  its  analysis  have  been  presented  below.
Asked  Question:  Is  carry  forward  of  loss  considered  for  the  purpose  of  taxplanning  in  your  bank?

Table  4.14:
Banks  Considering  Carry  Forward  of  Loss  for  the  Purpose  of  Tax

Planning.
S.N. Name  of  Banks Frequencies

Yes No1. NBL 72. RBB 73. SCBNL 74. NABIL 75. KBL 76. BOK 77. LBL 78. MBL 7Total 8 56 0Source:  Field survey,  2011
The table 4.14 shows  that  total  sampled  commercial  banks  are aware  aboutthe  carry  forward  of  loss.  And  the  purpose  of  tax  planning  they  mayconsider  carry-forward  of  loss  as  a  tax  planning  tools.  It  is  clear  fromabove  table  that  hundred  percentage  commercial  banks  are  able  to  forwardtheir  losses,  if  they  bear  losses,  for  the  purpose  of  tax  planning.  Now,  itmight  conclude  that  Nepalese  commercial  banks  are  considering  carryforward  of  loss  for  the  purpose  of  tax  planning.
4.13. Presentation and Analysis of Major Responses from Questionnaires.To  find  out  the actual  tax  planning  practice, some  major  opinions  havebeen  taken  from  the  respondents.  This  has  been  done  to  identify  the
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difficulties  in  applying  tax  planning  tools  and  such  suggestions  for  theapplication  of  such  tools.  Some  important  questionnaires are  presented  herewere  asked  to  the  concerned  authorities  of  sample  banks.  Their  responseshave  been  presented  below on  the  basis  of  asked  questions.
 Asked  Question:  The  following  are  some  of  the  important  factorsconsidered  while  launching  new  branches  of  the  bank.  Please  rank  them  inorder  of  their  importance.Nepalese  banks  are  expanding  their  branches  day  by  day  to  for  thecompetition  that  will  arise  in  the  days  to  come.  The  question  regardingtheir  preferences  while  launching  new  branches  has  been  asked  to  find  outtheir  actual  preference  to  tax  planning.  Their  responses and  respectiveranks  have  been  presented  in  Table  4.15  below.

Table  4.15:
Preferred  Priorities  Options  by  Nepalese  Banks  while  Launching  New

Branches.

Source:  Field  Survey,  2011

Options

S.N.

NameofBanks
Infrastructurefacilities  suchastransportation,communication,power,  wellsecurity

Access  tohighdepositcollection
Access  tohighinvestmentopportunity

Availabilityof  adequatelabour  inthe  locationof  thebusiness

Taxincentiveprovidedby  thetax  laws
Rank1. NBL 5 1 2 3 42. RBB 4 1 3 2 53. SCBNL 1 2 3 4 54. NABIL 5 1 3 2 45. KBL 5 1 2 3 46. BOK 4 1 2 3 57. LBL 1 2 3 5 48. MBL 1 2 3 4 5
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The  question  has  been  asked  regarding  the  priority  sector  they  are  seekingwhile  launching  now  branches. All  sample  banks  have  provident  theirresponses. Among  them  most  of  them  are  saying  that  they  give  highpriority  to access to high deposit collection. After them “Infrastructure  facilitiessuch  as  transportation,  communication,  power,  well  security.  Among  themfifty  percent  banks  give  first  priority  to  well  infrastructure.  After  that  theyprefer  “Access  to  high  investment  opportunity”  and  so  on.  But  most  ofthem  give  last  priority  to  “Tax  incentives”.  It  shows  that  they  are  notimplementing  good  tax  planning  practice.
 Asked  Question:  Does  your  bank  consider  reducing tax  liability  whilemaking  any  decision?
Seven bank officials gave their responses in aforementioned question. Theirresponses have been presented in table 4.16.

Table  4.16:
Banks  that  Consider  on  Reducing  Tax  Liability  While  Making  any

Decision.S.N. Name  of  Banks FrequenciesYes No1. NBL 72. RBB 73. SCBNL 74. NABIL 75. KBL 76. BOK 77. LBL 78. MBL 7Total 8 49 7Source:  Field  survey,  2011
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The  bank  or  financial  institutions  have  to  make  many  decisions  in  dailybasis  for  the  operation  of  the  organization.  The  decisions  are  analyzed  ineach  and  every  aspect  to  find  out  the  profitability  of  specific  decision.  Thedecision,  which  gives  more  profit  to  the  bank,  is  selected  and  others  aredropped. The  question  has  been  asked  to  the  concerned  authority  of  thebank  whether  they  consider  reducing  tax  liability  while  making  anydecision  or  not. All of sample  banks  have, provided  their  responses.  Amongthem eighty eight percent  banks  are  considering  tax  element  while  makingany  decision  and  twelve percent are  not  considering  it.  It  shows  that  thereis  majority  of  banks  for  the  practice  of  tax reduction while  making  theirdecision.
 Asked  Question:  Does  your  bank  use  any  tax  planning  software  toreduce  tax  liability?
All  of  eight banks  officials  provided  their  responses  in  aforementionedquestion.  The  actual  responses  have  been  presented  in  the  following  table.

Table  4.17:
Nepalese  Banks  Using  Tax  Planning  Software

S.N. Name  of  Banks Frequencies

Yes No1. NBL 72. RBB 73. SCBNL 74. NABIL 75. KBL 76. BOK 77. LBL 78. MBL 7Total 8 14 42Source:  Field  survey,  2011
The  development  of  information  technology  has  been  liked.  Most  ofmultinational  banks  are  now  using  sophisticated  software  for  proper  tax
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planning.  Such  type  of  software  simplifies   tax  planning  procedure.   Butabove  table  shows,  only twenty five percent  banks  among  sample  banks  areusing  tax-planning  software.
 Asked  Question:  Who  does  the  taxable  income  in  your  organization?
All  of  sample  bank  officials  have  provided  their  responses  inaforementioned  question  too.  The  responses  have  been  presented  below.

Table  4.18:
Designation  of  Nepalese  Bank  Officials  Who  Asset Taxable  Income.

S.N. Name  of

Banks

Options  and  Frequencies

Assistant

level  staff

Supervisor

level  staff

Officer

level  staff

Managerial

level  staff1. NBL 72. RBB 73. SCBNL 7 7 74. NABIL 7 75. KBL 76. BOK 77. LBL 78. MBL 7Total 8 21 21 35Source:  Field  survey,  2011
There  is  scarcity  of  human  resources  for  tax  planning  in  Nepalese  market.In  Nepalese  banking  industry,  most  of  banks  have  separate  tax  departmentor  all department  for  the  computation  of  total  taxable  income  and  othertax  related  activities.  As  table  shows  most  of  banks  have  higher  designationthan  assistant  level  staff  for  the  assessment  of  taxable  income  in  theirbanks.  Among  sample  banks,  seventy  percent  banks  have  managerial  levelstaff  in  tax  department  who  assess  taxable  income.  But  in  SCBNL  and LBLhave  a  mix  team  of  assistant,  supervisor,  officer  and  managerial  level  staff
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for  the  same.  It  shows  that  Nepalese  banks  have  already  built  a  separatedepartment  for the  management  of  tax  planning.
 Asked  Question:  There  are  many  difficulties  in  tax  planning  as  givenbelow. Are you facing these difficulties?
There  are  many  difficulties  that  the  Nepalese  Banks  are  facing  whilepracticing  tax  planning. Mainly  there  is  lack  of  clear  cut  knowledge  ofexisting  tax  rules  and  regulations  among  banking  officials.  Besides  this,there  are  much  more  ambiguities  in  tax  laws  that  are  very  difficult  tounderstand. Banking  authorities  are  also  facing  difficulties  to  rapid  changein  provisions  regarding  tax  rules  and  regulations.  The  above  question  hasbeen asked  to  the  concerned  bank  officials  to  find  out  the  actual  difficultiesthey  are  facing. All of them  have  provided  their  responses. The responseshave  been  presented  in  table  4.19.  the  table  shows  that  most  of  bank  arefacing  “Ambiguities  in  income  tax  acts,  rules  and  laws”  and  “High  penaltyor  wrong  assessment”  problems. This  survey  shows  that  ninety  percentsample  banks  are  facing  problem  related  to  high  penalty  or  wrongassessment and  eighty  percent  are  also  facing  ambiguities  in  income  taxlaws.  Some  banks  even  don’t  hesitate  to  say  that  taking  advantages  ofloopholes  in  tax  laws  are  easier  than  tax  planning.
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Table  4.19:
Difficulties  Faced  by  Nepalese  Bank  while  Practicing  Tax  Planning.Options

S.N.

NameofBanks
Takingadvantages  ofloopholes  intax  laws  areeasier  thantax  planning

Ambiguities  inincome taxacts,  rulesand  laws

Highpenalty  orwrongassessment
Hard  tofollowthemethods

Lack  ofknowledge  andexperts
1. NBL Y Y N N N2. RBB Y Y N N N3. SCBNL Y Y Y Y Y4. NABIL N Y Y N N5 KBL Y Y N N N6 BOK Y Y N Y N7. LBL N N N N Y8. MBL Y Y N N NSource:  Field  Survey,  2011Even  reputed banks  like  SCBBL  agree  on  “Taking  advantages  loopholes  intax  laws  are  easier  than  tax  planning”.  Here,  the  x-axis  has  shown thedifficulties  faced  by  banks  and  Y-axis  has  shown  percentage  for  respectivedifficulties.

Figure  4.1:
Difficulties  Faced  by  Nepalese  Banks  for  Tax  Planning
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 Asked  Question:  Does  your  bank  practice  on  benefits,  concessions,rebates  etc.  provided  by  ITA  2002  to  minimize  tax?All  sample  banks  has  provided  their  responses  in  this  question  too,  theresponses  has  been  presented  in  the  table  below.
Table  4.20:

Nepalese  Banks  Practicing  on  Benefits,  Concessions,  Rebates  etc.  as
stated  in  ITA,  2002.

S.N. Name  of  Banks Frequencies

Yes No1. NBL 72. RBB 73. SCBNL 74. NABIL 75. KBL 76. BOK 77. LBL 78. MBL 7Total 8 56Source:  Field  survey,  2011
The  bank  should  be  sufficient  to  search  benefits,  concessions,  rebate  in  taxrelated  laws  so  that  they  can  utilize  their  scare  resources  to  minimize  taxburden. The  above  table  shows  that hundred percent  banks  practice  onbenefits,  concessions,  rebates  etc.  provided  by  ITA,  2002  to  minimize  tax.
 Asked  Question:  What  appropriate  percentage  of  profit  has  beengained  due  to  well  practice  of  tax  planning  in  your  bank?
Well  practiced  tax  planning  obviously can  increase  bank’s  profit.  Theopinion  has  been  also  taken  regarding  the profit  percentage  that  canincreased  with  the  help  of  proper  tax  planning.
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Table  4.21:
Percentage  of  Profit  Earned  by  Nepalese  Banks  Due  to  Well  Practice  of

Tax  Planning.
S.N. Name  of

Banks

Options  and  Frequencies

1-3

percent

3-5

percent

More  than

5  percent

Other  %

1. NBL 7  (<1%)2. RBB 73. SCBNL 74. NABIL5. KBL 7  (>1%)6. BOK 77. LBL 78. MBLTotal 8 21 7 0 14Source:  Field  survey,  2011
The  opinion  regarding  contribution  of  profit  by  proper  tax  planning  frombank  authorities  has  been  taken.  As  table  shows,  four  bank  says  that  1-3percentage  of  total  profit  can  be  gained  from  well  practice  of  total  profitgained  from  well  practice of  tax  planning, further  two  banks  say  that  3-5percentage  of  total  profit  can  be  gained  from  well  practice  of  tax  planningand  other  two  banks  add  that  less  than  one  percentage  of  total  profit  canbe gained  due  to well practice  of  tax  planning.  It  shows  that  Nepalesebanking  professionals  give  high  priority  to  tax  planning  for  theenhancement of  total  profit.
 Asked  Question:  Do  you  think  that  the  ITA,  2002  has  providedsufficient  grounds  for  the  practice  of  tax  planning  in  bankingindustries?
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The  question  regarding  sufficiency  of  provisions  made  by  tax  laws  has  beenalso  asked.  The  following  table  shows  the  responses  of  aforementionedquestion.
Table  4.22:

Whether  ITA,  2002  has  Provided  Sufficient  Grounds to  Nepalese  Banks
for  the  Practice  of  Tax  Planning  or  Not?

S.N. Name  of  Banks Frequencies

Yes No1. NBL 72. RBB 73. SCBNL 74. NABIL 75. KBL 76. BOK 77. LBL 78. MBL 7Total 8 21 35Source:  Field  survey,  2011
The  ITA,  2002  has  provided  many  facilities  for  tax  planning  purpose  todifferent  industries.  The  act  has  provided  tax  rebate  locations  for onlyspecial  industries  whereas  it has  provided  5  year  carry  back  facility  only  tobanking  industries.  The  question regarding  whether  the  act  has  providedsufficient  grounds  for  the  practice  of  tax  planning  in  banking  industries  ornot  has  been  asked. Among  them  sixty two percent  banks  are  not  agreewith  the  existing  tax  laws  that  it  has  provided  sufficient grounds  for  thepractice  of  tax  planning  in  banking  industries.  But  on  that  ITA,  2002  hasprovided  sufficient  ground  for  the  practice  of  tax  planning  in  bankingindustries.  The  responses  for  the  question  have  been  shown  in  thefollowing  picture  for  the  clear-cut  picture.
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Figure  4.2:
Has  ITA,  2002  Provided  Sufficient  Grounds  for  the Practice  of  Tax

Planning?

Source: Annual Report 2011
 Asked  Question:  Which  of  the  following  methods  does  yourorganization  prefer  to  reduce  the  tax  liability?
The  above  question  has  been  asked  to  find out  their  preference  to  taxplanning.  All  of  them  provided  their  responses.  Their  response  and  theirpreferred  methods  for  tax  planning  have  been  presented  in  table  4.23.
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No
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Table  4.23:
Method  Preferred  by  Nepalese  Banks  to  Reduce  Tax  Liability.

Options

S.N.

Name

of

Banks

Taking

advantages  of

tax  holidays,

concessions,

rebate,

allowances,

exemptions,

under  tax  laws

Taking

advantages

of  loopholes

in  tax  laws

Hiding/

Eliminatin

g  income

source  for

overstatin

g

expenses

and  losses

All  of

them

If  other

(Please

Specify

)

1. NBL Y N N N -2. RBB Y N N N -3. SCBNL Y Y Y N -4. NABIL Y N N N -5. KBL Y N N N -6. BOK Y Y N N -7. LBL Y Y N N -8. MBL Y N N N -Source:  Field Survey,  2011
Above  table  shows  that  most  of  banks  prefer  first  option  for  the  reductionof  tax  burden.  All  sample  banks  gave  positive  priority  for  first  option.  Itshows  that Nepalese  Banks  are  moving  toward  good  practice  for  taxplanning. But  some  banks  also  prefer  second  and  third  option  for  thereduction  of  tax  burden.  As  SCBNL,  BOK  and  LBL  also  prefer second  andthird  option  for  the  reduction  of  tax  burden.  It  shows  that  there  is  alsosome  existence  of   mal  practice  of  tax  planning  in  Nepalese  bankingindustries.  The  gist  of  the  table  can  be   easily  understood  from  the  figurebelow.
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Figure  4.3:
Preferred  Methods  by  Nepalese  Banks  for  the  Reduction  of  Tax

Burden.
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Source: Annual Report 2011
 Asked  Question:  If  your  bank  is  practicing  tax  planning,  at  what  level,tax  planning  tools  and  techniques  has  been  practiced  in  your  opinion?
The  above  question  regarding  level  of  tax  planning  practical  has  been  askedto  find  out  the  actual  level  of  tax  planning  that  they  are  practicing.  Theresponses  have  been  presented  below.
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Table  4.24:
Practice  Level  of  Tax  Planning  by  Nepalese  Commercial  Banks.

S.N. Name  of

Banks

Options  and  Frequencies

High  level  of

practice

Moderate  level

of  practice

Low  level  of

practice1. NBL 72. RBB 73. SCBNL 74. NABIL 75. KBL 76. BOK 77. LBL 78. MBL 7Total 8 28 21 7Source:  Field  survey,  2011
The  opinion  regarding level  of  tax  planning  practices  has  been  taken  fromauthorities  of  each  sample  bank.  As  the  table  shows  that  among  them  fiftypercent  bank  say  that  they  are  practicing  tax-planning  tools  at  high  level.Further,  thirty two percent  banks  agree  that  they  are  practicing  tax-planningtools  at  moderate level  and  remaining twelve percent  banks  says  that  theyare  practicing  tax  planning  tools  at  low  level.  But it  is  not  blindlyacceptable  opinion  because  even  those  banks,  which  are  not  familiar  aboutmajor  tax  planning  tools  such  as  carry  back  of  loss,  timing  of  activities,  aresaying  that  they  have  high  level  of  tax  planning practice.  The  below  figurehas  tried  to  show  the  act  level  of  tax  planning  practices  by  Nepalesecommercial  banks,  in  the  opinion.
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Table  4.4:
Level  of  Tax  Planning  Practices  by  Nepalese  Commercial  Banks

40%

50%

10%

High  level  of  practice

Moderate  level  of
practice
Low  level  of  practice

Source: Annual Report 2009/10

4.14 Major  Findings  of  the  studyTo prepare this thesis work, various types of questionnaire related with TaxPlanning and Practice have been asked (Questionnaire is in Annex). From theselected bank’s response and the basis of the comprehensive analysis of theirresponse, the following findings have been detected.
a) As  we have  seen  the  tax  planning  procedure  in  data  presentationand  responses  regarding,  we  can  say  there  still  are  some  chances  ofplanning  of  tax  under  Income  Tax  Act,  2002. But  there  is  lesspractice  of  tax  planning  in  Nepalese  commercial  banks  believe  in  taxavoidance  and  evasion  than  tax  planning.

b) Based  on  the  above  analysis,  it  is  observed  that 100%  banksconsider  carry  forward  of  loss. Only 50%  banks  consider  location  ofbusiness,  88%  banks  consider  capital  structure,  60%  banks  consider
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timing  of  activities,  and  88% banks  consider  time  value  of  money  forthe  purpose  of  tax  planning.  Though  some  banks  are  not  awareabout  timing  of  activities  since  they  could  not  give  any  responsesregarding  it.  Besides  this,  most  of  Nepalese  commercial  banks  havenot  had  any  long-term  debt  in  their  capital  structure  but  they  stillprefer  equity  plus  debt  option.  It  show that  there is  lack  of  practicein  this  aspect.
c) Besides  this,  100%  banks  are  considering  depreciation  base  whilemaking  decision  on  repair  and  improvement  lost. Ninety  percentbanks  refer  to  avoid  tax  penalties  for  the  reduction  of  tax  burden.  Italso  shows  that  Nepalese  banks  are  practicing  tax  planning  atdifferent  level.
d) Eighty  percent  banks  prefer  to  consider  their  income to  makedonation  decision.  It  also  shows  that  they  are  aware  about  theprovisions  made  by  ITA,  2000  regarding  donation,  R  &  D,  PCC  etc.
e) Only twelve percent  banks  are  spending  their  expenses  in  PCC  andonly 60%  banks are  incurring  their  expensed  in  R  &  D.  it  showsthat  there  is  less  opportunity  for  commercial  banks  to  practice  taxplanning  on  PCC,  R  &  D  and  so  on.
f) Nepal  is  very  poor  country,  but  Nepalese  banks  are  using  worldclass  software  for  their  banking  transaction.  Even twenty five percentbanks  have  tax  planning  features  in  their  banking  software.
g) As  above  data  shows  that 63%  banks  have managerial  level  staffs  intheir  tax  or  percent  department  for  the assessment  of  total  taxableincome  and  other  tax  related  activities.  It  shows  that  Nepalese  banksare  handing  over  their  tax  planning  procedure to  managerial  levelstaff  too.
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h) Nepalese banks are also facing many  problems for tax planning  too.Eighty  percent  banks  are  facing  “Ambiguities in  income  tax  acts,  rulesand  laws”  and  ninety  percent  banks  are  facing  “High  penalty  orwrong  assessment  problem”. Besides  this  twenty  percent banks  saysthat  taking  advantages  to  loopholes  in  tax  laws  are  easier  than  taxplanning.
i) Nepalese  bankers  are  also  positive  towards  tax  planning.  In  theiropinion,  forty  percent  banks  agree  that  1  to  3  percent  profit can  beincreased  due  to  well  practice  of  tax  planning.  Further,  twentypercent  banks  agree  that  3  to  5  percent  profit  can  be  earned  due  tohigh  level  of  tax  planning.
j) Tax  Authorities  of  Nepalese  Commercial  banks  are strongly  known  ofthe  tax  acts  and  laws  as  per  the  responses  say  (except  some  caseswhere  the  respondents  from  some  banks  have  replied  as  they  areenjoying  tax  rebate  in  remote  locations).  In  the  responses,  it  seemsall  possible  rebates:  holidays  and  allowances  are  seen  by  therespective  organizations,  which  are  eligible  to  enjoy  those  facilities  inITA.  Naturally  the  manufacturing  organizations  are  allowed  more  thebanks  are  practicing tax  planning.
k) But  if  we  go  for  the  implementation  of  the  tax  planning  in  thecontext  of  strategic  planning  is  almost  zero,  a  little  bit  in  projectplanning  and  awful  majorities  in  operational  planning  are  inexistence.  Since,  the  strategic  planning  is  made  at  the  zero  years,  ithas  been  step-up  by  the  management  at  that  time  and  change  inmanagement  at  that  time  and  change  in  management  cannot  renewthe  strategic  decisions  as  per the  new  management  interest.  Eventheir  knowledge  and  experience  won’t  help  to  reduce  the  tax  liabilityin  this condition.
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l) In  many  books  and  articles  related  to  finance,  the  researcher  foundthat  the  debt  plus  equity capital  structure  as  most  approval  decision.In  Nepalese  banking  industry,  they  don’t  have  long-term  debt  intheir  capital  structure  but  they  still  prefer  debt  plus  equity  optionfor  the  reduction  of  tax  burden.  It  shows that  Nepalese  bankers  arecapable  for  the  practice  of  tax  planning  but  they  are notimplementing  their  knowledge  for  it.
m) For  the  strategic  planning,  even  there  are  many  tax  planning  optionsthan  operational  and  project planning,  negligible  Nepalese  bankshave  been  enjoying  this  facility. The  strategic  decisions  have  to  makebefore  or  at  the  exact  time  of  the  organizational   set-up,  it  cannot  bechanged  frequently  to  get  the  benefits  of tax  acts  and  laws,  whichare  changed,  in  very  short  duration.
n) Nepalese  banks  are  practicing  tax  planning  at  procedural  level.  Theyare  not  practicing  it  professionally.  They  also  agree  on  that  ITA  hasnot  provided  sufficient  grounds  for  the  practice  of  tax  planning  inbanking  industries.  In  their  opinion  regarding  the  level  of  practice.Forty  percent  banks  says  that  they  are  practicing  tax  planning  athigh  level,  fifty  percent  are  practicing  at  moderate  level  andremaining  ten  percent  banks  are  practicing  at  low  level.  Among  high-level  practitioner,  most  of  them  are  joint  venture  banks.
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CHPATER  V

SUMMARY,  CONCLUSION  AND  RECOMMENDATION

5.1. SummaryTax planning  is  a  process  of  taking  maximum  advantages  and  benefit  fromthe  facilities  guaranteed  in  Income  Tax  Act.  Tax  planning  is  related  tofuture  activity  of  business  organization.  It  is  a  technique  of  enjoying  fullbenefits  from  all  concessions,  rebates  and  holidays  provided  by  thegovernment  under  the  tax  laws. It  is  a  system  of  paying  the  minimumpossible  tax  by  the  taxpayer.
The  objectives  of  tax  planning  are  reduction  of  tax  liability,  minimization  oflitigation,  making  productive  investment,  promoting  healthy  growth  ofeconomy  and  economic  stability  in  a  country.  Tax  planning  entails  changingstructure  of  a  business,  project  planning  and  planning  day  to  day  activitiesof  a  business  organization.
Business  persons  use  tax  planning  because  it  has  a  great  importance  inbusiness  organization.  It  helps  in  saving  tax  of  a  business  that  in  turnenhances  the profitability.  In  other  words,  it  is  the  process  of  increasingthe  net  worth  of  a  business  organization.  Moreover,  tax  planning  helps  inavoiding  unnecessary  worries,  tensions  and  administrative  hassles.
It  is  a  proper,  safe,  scientific,  moral  legal  and  long-term  device  to  maximizethe  after-tax  profit  by  minimization  the  tax  liability  of  a  taxpayer.  It  helpsin  exploiting  all  facilities  allowed  by  the  ITA.
Planning  can  be  done  for  both  short  and long  term.  For  example,  planningon  repair  and  improvement  expenditure  is  short-term  operational  planningwhere  as  selection  of  location  and  capital  structure  to  run  a  business  inlong-term/strategic  planning.
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It  is  a  new concept  in  Nepal.  In  abroad,  it  is  also  known  as  hard  tominimization  one’s  taxable  amount.  Nepalese  tax  experts  are  enjoying  it.
As  per  the responses  received  and  analyzed  in  Chapter-4,  and  discussionmade  with  bank  authorities  that  many  of  the  respondents  are  known  of  thetax  planning  provisions  in  Tax  Acts.  Though  they  are  aware  of  the  S/1  ofITA  as,  they  are  unable  to  grab  it.  To  compare  the  tax  planning  betweenITA  2031  and  ITA 2002,  there  are  many  more  rebates  especially  forstrategic  planning  under  ITA  2031,  which  are  not  in  ITA  2002.  But  ITA2002 facilities  more  allowances  for  operational  planning  which  are  notallowed  to  pronounces  as  tax planning  as  bank  authorities  say.
If  the researcher  has  to  say  in  few  words,  though  bankers  are  well  knownof  Tax  Acts  and  rules  yet  there  is  less practices  of  tax  planning  in  Nepalesebanks  as  per  the  responses  presented  in  Chapter-4.  The  main  hindrancesfor  their tax  planning  steps  are  the  lack  of  tax  planning  idea,  higher  penalsystem  and  ambiguities  due  to  technical  and  official  terms  used  in  TaxActs.  Since  the tax  act  has  eliminated  all  the  tax  planning  aspects  and  thatrarely  to  be  found,  there  is  higher  degree  of  tax  avoiding  or  evasion  trendin  Nepal.  Even  the  experts  and  Acts  makers  claim  that  the  ITA  2002 haseliminated  all  the  cons of  its  predecessor  Tax  Acts  2031;  it  still  has  someloopholes  like  segregation  of  expenses  which  are  not  prohibited  in  Act  andone  can  explain  as  per  its  interests  and  grab  the  benefits  from.  Hence,  itcan  be  easily  said  that  Nepalese  banks  has  started  to  practice tax  planningbut  they  are  in  infant  stage.
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5.2. ConclusionPlanning  of  tax  is perceived  by  different  persons  with  different  meanings.Some  of  them  perceived  it  as  reduction of  tax  liability  legitimately.  Butsome  of  them  perceived  it  as  the  loopholes  of  existing  tax  act  and  rules.
There  are  many  more complexities in  Income  Tax  Act.  But  the  mostprominent,  the  terms  mentioned  there  are  not clear  and  ambiguous.  It  isalso  more  volatile  than  the  foreign  Income  Tax  Acts  and  changed  amendedin  very  short  duration.  This  is  why  there  are  less  tax  experts  and  lessplanning  practices  too.
The  planning  of  tax  can  be  done  in  three  ways- strategic,  project  andoperational  planning.  As  per  the  rebates,  holidays  and  allowancesguaranteed  in  ITA  2002,  there  are  more  enhances  of  planning  of  tax  underprovisions  for  operational  tax  more  provisions  for  operational  tax  planningbut  very  few  planning  aspects are  available  for  project  planning  under  thisIncome  Tax  Acts,  2002.  Many  of  this  provisions  made  in  ITA  regardingstrategic  planning  are  worthless  due  to inconveniencies of  exploiting  thoseallowances.
The  main  objectives  of  the this research was  to  examine the presentpractice  of  tax  planning  tools  in  Nepalese  commercial  banks  and  to  identifythe  areas  where  the  tax planning  tools  can  be  applied  to  strengthen  thebanking companies.  From  the  analysis  it  was  found  that  tax  planning  toolssuch  as  capital  structure  decision,  acquisition  of  fixed  assets,  location  ofindustrial  setup,  research  and  development  and  time  value  of  money  aremostly  practiced  tools   where  as  practice  of  tools  like  pollution  controldecision,  research  and  development  and  timing  of  activities  are less in  theNepalese  banks. High cost may be the reason behind it.
Nepalese government banks have not sufficient awareness about tax planningrules and regulations than other Nepalese commercial banks and joint venture
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commercial banks. There  is  also  seen  the  less  tax  expertise  due  to theexperts’  negligence  in  Nepalese  banks. Though  they  are  acquainted  to  eachSection of  ITA,  they have lack  of its  thorough  knowledge.  They  are  eager  togive  a  glimpse  over  the  Act  for  their  vanity  only.  They  want  to  show  theiromniscience  and  also  able  to  say  what  is  written  on  particular  section  ofITA  but  cannot  say  how  it  can  be  helpful  to  the  beneficiary.  They  also  dobelieve  in  tax  evasion  and  avoidance  than  tax  planning.  They say  taxevasion  or  avoidance  is  easier  than  tax  planning.  Here  they  have  wrongperception  of  tax  planning,  avoidance  and  evasion.  The  bankers  haveknowledge  of  tax  but  less  tax  planning  ideas,  procedures  especially  underITA  2002. This  research shows  that Nepalese banks  plan  their  tax  with  thehelp  of  tax  planning  scopes  known  as  rebates,  allowances  holidays  etc.Besides  this  Nepalese  banks  are  spreading  their  branches  in  remote  areaswhere  ITA,  2002  has  provided  tax  rebate  but  it’s  not  for  bankingindustries.  Hence,  they  claim  that  they  have  not  got  sufficient  grounds  forproper  tax  planning.
5.3. RecommendationsNepal  has  already  taken  the  membership  of WTO.  In  this  globalenvironment  Nepalese  banks  should  fit  with  the  global environment.Managers  should  think  in  a  global  perspective.
The  world  is  facing  recession.  Mainly  the  banking  industries  have  beensuffered  from  this  global  economic  crisis.  Hence,  none  can  say  thatNepalese  banks  are  out  of  this  economic  risk. The  crisis  may  also  coverprofitable  banking business  of  Nepal.  Hence,  Nepalese  banker  should  thinkto  wriggle  out  from  this  crisis.  The  bank  should search  new  sources  ofincome  to  increase  or  stabilizer  their  profit.  Nepalese  banks  are  payingheavy  tax  to  the  government.  If  they  have  little  bit  time  to  think  it  out,they  can  also  increase their  profit  or  stabilize  it  with  well  planning  of  theirtaxes. So  besides  other  ideas,  banks  should  not  forget  tax  planning  for  theirlong-term  existence.  Hence,  every  bank  should  start  to  plan  their  taxes.
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Balancing  the  payment  of  tax  to the  taxpayer  and  revenue  collection  of  thegovernment  is  a  tough  job.  The  higher tax  rate  is  not  a  favorable  one  tocollect  more  revenue  to  the  government. But  less  payment  of  tax  increasesthe  deficit  budget  of  the  government.  Both  of  these  conditions  create  andunhealthy  economy,  which  is  unfavorable  to  both  the  government  and  thetaxpayers.  That  is  why  the  experts  suggest  to  increase  the  tax  bracketrather  than to  increase  the  tax  rates.  The  more  business  persons  areencouraged  for  further  business  practices.  But  the  businessmen  are  notinterested  to  expand  their  business  activities  at  the  higher  rate  of  tax  onother  income  form  business  practices. But  lowering  the  existing  rate  of  taxis  not  in  favor  to  the  government.
To  eliminate  the  gap  between  these  two  constraints  at  higher  rate  of  taxgovernment  has  made  some  alternatives  that  encourage  the  businesspractice  through  some  allowances,  rebates,  holidays  etc.  And  the  practice  ofexploiting  or  uses  of  such  provisions  are  termed  as  tax  planning,Entrepreneurs mangers  and  experts  are  very  seeking  to  use  the  tax-planning  tool,  but  the  government  resists  in  as  much  as  it  can.
The  experts  are  well  known  of  the  tax  and  have  searched  all  possible  prosand  cons  while  making  the  tax  acts,  laws  and  rules.  And  even  at  the  timeof  its  amendment,  they  have  vid  the  hurdles  and  short  coming  in  previousacts.  Even  in  these  conditions,  the  researcher  dares  to  give  somesuggestions  to  both  the  government  and  taxpayers  especially  for  banks.  Andthey  are   all  listed in  numbering  as  follows:
a) The  terms  used  in  acts  and  rules  must  be  in  simple  form  ratherthan  official  terms  those  lead  to  ambiguities to  the  taxpayers.  Andthere  must  be  stability  in  ITA.  It  has  not  to  be  changed  in  shortperiod.
b) Taxation,  being  hard  and  ambiguous  phenomena  and  process  of  taxplanning,  one  tries  to  evade  or  avoid  the  tax. It  is  due  to  lack  of
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civic  consciousness  on  the  taxpayers.  First  of  all the  government  hasto initiate some  steps  to  stop  existing  tax  evasion/avoidance  trendignoring  whatever it  costs.  Then its  duty  becomes  to  aware  theletting  them  know  what  actually  the  tax is and  how  it  can  beminimized with  the  help  of  guaranteed provisions made  in  IncomeTax  Act.
c) Interest  expenses on  debt  are  declared  as  deductible  item  in  bothIncome  Tax  Act  2031  and  2002  if  the  debt  is  used  to  earn  profit.But  there  is  not  any facility  for  raising  funds  through  equityfinancing  or  retained  earning.  The  dividend  is  not  deductibleexpensed  before  paying  the  tax.  There  is  double  taxation  for  equityinvestment,  corporate  tax  and  dividend  tax.

To  promote  the  business  practice,  government  has  to  allow  thedividend  paid  on  investment  as  deductible  item  while  calculatingtaxable  income.  But  the  percentage  of  dividend  should  not exceedthe  risk  free  interest  rate  of  the market.  It  does  not  affect  to  therevenue  collected  through  income  tax  to  the  government  tillallowable  dividend  rate  equals  to  allowable  interest  rate  to  the  debt.
d) The  experts  or  tax  planner  must  have  a  sound  knowledge  of  financeand  a  sound  knowledge  of  finance  and  the  financial  tools.  Timevalue  of  money  is  the  most  important  thing  to  be  noted  for the  taxplanning  purpose.  If  we  come  across  to  a  decision  that  there  is  atleast  a  little  bit  practice  of  tax  planning  and  can  be  hoped  of  it’simplementation in  full  fledge  in  coming  days,  we  also  have  to  besure  that  time  value  of  money  helps  to  reduce  all  possible  burdensunder  different  financial  headings-time  value  of money itself,  timingof  activities,  leasing  or  buying,  research  and  development  expenses,pollution  control  cost,  repair  and  improvement  cost,  value  added  taxand  depreciation  etc.
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e) S/35  of  ITA  2002  resists  all  possible  reduction  on  tax  liability  butgovernment,  allows  different  tax  rebates,  holidays,  allowances,concessions  etc.  On  the  one  hand  government  encourage  tax  plannerto  minimize  taxable  income  with  the  help  of  different  provisions,  butthe  very  next  time  it  restricts  all  tax   reduction  activities  with  thehelp  of  sec.  35.  It  creates  dilemma  to  the  taxpayers  and  experts,  andreduces  tax  planning  practices,  and  reduces tax  planning  practices.Such  type  of  dilemma can  be  found  in  many  numbers  in  the  Acts.Hence,  such  dual  aspects  must  be  eliminated;  either  the  governmenthas  to  curtail  allowance,  rebates  etc.  or  it  has  to  remove  anti-taxavoidance  section.  And  it  is  better  to  take  our  second  one  toencourage  tax  planning  practices.
h) If  the  government  is  going  to  remove  anti-tax  avoidance  section  andencourages  taxpayers  for  tax  planning  practice,  it is  also  to  be  liberalfor  the  assessment  of  taxable  income. As  per  the  act  allows  self-assessment  of  taxable  income,  there  is  also  chances  of  wrongcalculation.  On  such  miscalculation,  it  has  to  charge  lower  rate  ofinterest  and  fines.  But it  does  mean  that  the  malfunctioning  that  aredone  knowingly  are  also  consider  for  lower  penal.  The  investigationmust  be  done  thoroughly  for  such  assessment  and  if  there  is  notany  fault  and  the calculation  has  done  unknowingly,  the  penalcharged  there  on  must  be  curtailed  than  existing  rate. Otherwise,  theexisting  penal  system  is  appropriate  for  wrong  assessment  doneknowingly  because  most  of  Nepalese  banks  are suffering  withpenalties  and  wrong  assessment  due  to  unknowingly  mistake.
i) Government tries to  collect  more  revenue  levying  higher  tax  rate  ornot  allowing  any  rebates  to  the  taxpayers.  But  the  government  aloneis  not  to be  blamed  for its  hardness  to  the  taxpayers. The  taxpayersthemselves  compelled  the  government  to  do  this  with  their  unethicaland  immoral  behavior.  And  the  taxpayers  also  want  to  minimizetheir  tax  liability  both  legitimately  and illegitimately.  Both  these
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conditions  (illegitimate  tax  reduction  practice  and  higher  tax  amount)are  not  favor  to  the  nation.  So,  there  need  an  amiable  cooperationbetween  government  and  taxpayers  in  tax  rates  and  practices.
j) The  allowable  limit  of  all  expensed  based  on  amount  of  profit  beforethose  expensed must  be  deducted  as  per  the  priority.  Otherwise,   theactual  allowable  limit  of  that  heading  cannot  be  acquired  (seeappendix-2  for  detail).  There  must be  certainty  which  sort  ofexpensed  is  deducted  at  first  or  which  is  at  last,  otherwise  thetaxpayer  can  claim  the  higher  amount of  expenses  at  first  and  thetax  official  can  calculate  that  amount  at  last.  In  such condition,  onecannot  say  what  is  the  actual  amount  is  deductible,  the  amountcalculated  by  the  assesses  or  the  tax  official.
k) As  the  ITA,  2002  has  levied  banking  industries  at  thirty  percent  taxbracket,  which  is  higher  than  other  industries.  But  the  act  has  notprovided  any  special  facilities  or  concessions  to  the  bank  forexample  banks  are  spreading  their  branches  in  remote  areas  butthey  are  not  allowed  to  enjoy remote  area  tax  rebate  as  specialindustries  are  getting  it.  Besides this,  some   of   banks  are  givingdirect  employment  to  more  than  600  Nepalese  citizen  but  they  arenot  allowed  to  have  any  tax  rebate.  The government  also  play  as  apromotional  role  in  this  case.
l) Nepalese  banks  are  investing  most  of  their  funds  in  urban  areas.This  type  of  investment  policy  has  promoted  centralizeddevelopment.  Hence,  the  government  should  come  up  with  new  taxrules  to  promote  investment  in  rural  area. For  example  thegovernment  may  give  some  percentage  tax  rebate  or  fixedallowances  for  those banks  that  have  stretched  their  branches  inremote  areas  and invested  for  the  development  of  rural  areas.
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